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PREFACE 

The University City Science Center, under Grant Number 75-NI-99-0056, 

has prepared this pre I iminary review and assessment of the I iterature on 

"Traditional Preventive Patrol" as a part of the National Evaluation Program 

of the National Institute of Law Enforcement of Criminal Justice) Law Enforce

ment Assistance Administration. This report is based primarily upon an exten

sive review of the available secondary source literature. We bel ieve that the 

materials reviewed, and our reporting of them, are representative of the 

research and writing in the field. 

In addition to the generally available secondary source materials, 

limited use was made of three other sources of information. First, the Crimi

nal Justice Reference Service of L.EAA provided a comprehensive set of abstracts 

which included summaries not only of the general I iterature, but also of re

search reports generated by funding from LEAA. Because of logistical problems, 

however, the reference service was able to make only a very limited number of 

the actual project reports available. Second, the Grants Management Informa

tion System of LEAA provided complete I istings and abstracts of grant awards 

related to patrol practices . Third, the project staff initiated a survey of 

all police departments in communities with populations greater than 50,000, 

and in a sample of communities with smaller populations. Each was asked to 

characterize its patrol operations. While analysis of the survey has not 

been completed, the approximately 250 detailed responses received to date 

have provided a wealth of impressionistic information. 

The present report is divided into two parts. Part I includes: 

first, a presentation of our assumptions, definitions and analytical approach, 

and some general conclusions regarding the nature and quality of the litera

ture reviewed; second, a consideration of the objectives of routine patrol 
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operations, an examination of the assumed relationship between these objec

tives and the strategies and tactics of patrol, and an examination of the 

indi~ators used to measure patrol effectiveness; and third, ~ summary of our 

conclusions regarding the content and qual ity of the available literature 

with regard to specific operational issues. Part II contains six working 

papers, each of which presents a comprehensive review of relevant literature 

related to specific sets of operational issues in routine preventive patrol. 

The six papers are: 

I. "Patterns of Patrol," a paper in which the relative 

merits of fixed beat, split, random, and saturation 

patrol are distinguished from one another with regard 

to alternative approaches to setting beat boundaries, 

determining patrol routes, designating officer task 

responsibilities, and determining the appropriate 

number of patrol officers. The issues of patrol 

visibility and respons~ time are also discussed. 

2. "Mode of Patrol," a paper in which the relative merits 

of foot, bicycle, motor scooter, motorcycle, and auto-

mobile patrol, and one- vs. two-officer patrol units, 

are discussed with regard to the issues of visibility, 

economy, safety, relative observation capabilities, 

and response time. 

3. lISupervision of Uniformed Patrol Officers," in which 

different forms of supervisory control, particularly 

as they result from differences in the frequency of 

officer call-in, the street deployment of supervisory 

iii 

personnel, the frequent rotation of officers between 

beats, and procedures for evaluating individual 

officer performance are discussed with regard to 

officer efficiency and corruption. 

4. "Characteristics of Patrol Officers," a' paper in 

which the attributes of an office~'s race and sex 

are discussed with regard to the efficiency of officer 

performance and the integration of the officer into 

the conmunity. 

5. "Officer Professionalism," a.paper in which an empha-

sis is placed upon the educational background of 

patrol officers with particular regard to the qual ity 

of ~atrol officer performance, the range of officer 

discretion, and the ov.erall efficiency of the patrol 

division. The general concept of professional ism is 

also discussed as a "catch-all" for any change made 

and thought to increase the effectiveness of the 

patrol operations. 

6. "Routine Patrol in the Community," a paper in which 

the relative merits of an officer's sensitivity to 

and interaction with the community are discussed 

with re.gard to the issues of officer community rela

tions and the legitimacy of aggressive patrol tactics. 



PART I 

Overview and Summary 

1 

OVERVIEW AND SUHMARY 

Traditional preventive patrol -- the routine movement of 

uniformed officers by vehicle or foot through defined geographic areas1-

is the mainstay of police work. Approximately 60% of the sworn law 

enforcement officers in local and municipal police and sheriffs' 
2 

department in the United States are assigned to general patrol duties, 

and support of this function consumes a huge percentage of the 

approximately 5 billion dollars projected as the 1975 municipal 

expenditure for police protection. 

In addressing the subject of traditional preventive patrol, 

we have been asked to take a very narrow view of the topic. Our inquiry 

is confi~ed to the operational activities of uniformed officers while 

assigned to general patrol duties, specifically excluding their 

activities when dispatched to service calls and when handling other 

duties. The focus of the study is limited to the traditional model of 

patrol. Locally autonomous, organizationally distinct teams of 

officers who provide the full range of police services on a neighborhood 

specific basis are excluded from consideration as are patrol activities 

performed by non-uniformed officers and activities having a crime or 

subject-specific orientation. The former activity, "Neighborhood Team 

Policing," is the subject of an evaluation being conducted by the 

National Sheriffs' Association; the latter, "Specialized Patrol," 

is being evaluated by the Institute for Human Resources Research. 

In conducting the present study under the LEAA National 

Evaluation Program, the University City Science Center is mandated 

specifically to determine what is currently known about the practice 

, " 
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of traditional preventive patrol in the U.S. We have undertaken 

the review of the literature about traditional patrol in an effort to 

distinguish myth from reality, and opinion from fact. Olir goal has been 

to extract from the literature empirically-based findings regarding 

the relationship between the effectiveness of patrol and the variety 

of factors over which police officials have direct control. While 

the level of crime in the United States is a function of both the gene-ral 

conditions of the society and the effectiveness of law enforcement and 

patrol activities, police officials have control only over the resources 

of their respective departments. Working only with the resources at 

hand, they may be continually frustrated by the fact that the effectiveness 

of their patrol efforts is being masked if not overwhelmed by societal 

3 
perturbations beyond their control. The inquiry is explicitly oriented 

towards identifying knowledge which will assist departments in improving 

their patrol operations. 

In the following pages, we first present the view of social 

science research which we have adopted as a basis for reviewing and assessing 

the available literature and defining our orientation towards knowledge 

as being an understanding of cause and effect relationships. In the 

context of th1s review we are seeking to understand how changes in 

the component activities of police patrol are related to changes in 

the level of effectiveness of patrol operations. Effectiveness is measured 

with regard to the attainment of patrol objectives. 

Second, we consider the objectives of police patrol and the 

indicators used as measures of patrol effectiveness. While the focus 

• 
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of this study is not upon measures of effectiveness, it is nevertheless 

important tOi review and assess those currently in lise in order to 

provide a basis for evaluating the contribution which alternative 

patrol procedures make to improving patrol effectiveness. In reviewing 

measures of effectiveness, we must keep in mind h t at the validity of 

research on patrol operations per se is heavily dependent on the quality 

of the measures used to assess the impact of patrol upon its stated 

objectives. 

Finally, we turn to a consideration of the aspects of patrol -

which can be manipulated by the admin1'strator in d er er to improve the 

effectiveness of patrol. In thi . s overV1ew statement, we only summarize 

what we have learned in the course of our literature review. In the 

following section, each issue is treated more ~xhaustively and the 

documentation for our sUmmary conclusions is presented in detail. 

A. A View of Social Research: A Seven Step Hierarchy 

We have adopted a seven step hierarchy of social science research 

as an aid in assessing the quality and relevance of existing information 

on patrol operations. By classifying each piece of work in accordance 

with this hierarchy, we can take an initial step toward judging its merit; 

then by reviewing the manner in which the research design was actually 

implemented, we will be able to judge the adequacy and merit of its 

findings. Characterization of research on patrol in accordance with 

this hierarchy will enable us to assess the merits and relevance of 

reported results, to suggest the point at which information on a 

particular aspect of patrol is sufficient to justify moving the nature 

of inauirv to a higher level of inquiry, and to determine in a general 
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way the degree to which the study of patrol operations can be viewed 
4 

as a cumulative enterprise. The research hierarchy is composed of 

seven levels. Its content is summarized in Exhibit 1. 

The first level, the most basic type of research, consists of 

observation, opinion, and awareness. On the basis of assumptions and 

experiences, conclusions are drawn about some aspect of patrol operations 

and its contribution to the effectiveness of patrol. Findings based upon 

"observation," while often interesting and provocative, have the least 

merit and form the weakest basis for structuring or orienting a patrol 

operation. They do, however, provide the basis for selecting variables 

which should be the focus of correlation analysis or even more sophisticated 

inquiry. We have found that most of the research on patrol 1$ bf' this 

type. Unfortunately, all too often operational conclusions are drawn on 

the basis of work at this level. 

The second level, consists of the application of single cor.relation 

analysis to identify and confirm hypothesized relationships between single 

patrol variables and patrol effectiveness. This form of analysis helps 

to systematize variables and may serve to direct further inquiries and 

to suggest an operational focus for the department. In its simplicity, 

however, it neglects questions of interdependency between many patrol 

variables or operating factors which could better be examined simultaneously 

through the use of multiple correlation analysis, the third level of 

inquiry. While both single and mUltiple correlation analysis can be 

suggestive of the degree to which changes in patrol operations have been 

related in the past to different levels of patrol effectiveness, cause 

and effect relationships can not be inferred. Such analysis, however, 

provides a strong foundation for generating interesting hypotheses 

which are more appropriately addressed in experimental or causative 

research. 



e. 
A HIERARCHY OF RESEARCH ADDRESSED TO PUBLIC POLICY* 

TYPE CHARACTERISTIC 
'.-1. Observation Awareness of a relationship between patrol effectiveness 

and some other variable without specific examination of 
the nature, direction or strength of the relation~hi2 

2. Single Correlation Findings of relationship between a single, independent 
operational variable and patrol effectiveness; 
suggests the focus of patrol policY, 

3. Multiple Correlation Findings of relationship between multiple independent 
variables and patrol effectiveness; suggests the focus 
of patrol policy_ 

4. Causation Demonstration of correlation plus theoretical basis for 
arguing the direction and scope of causation in such a 
way as to indicate that a given change in patrol pro-
cedures would produce a change in the effectiveness of 
patrol in aj>redictable direction. 

S. 'Elasticity Given correlation and causation, an estimation of elas-
ticity offers a specific prediction as to the magnitude 
of change in the effectiveness of patrol which would 
result from a given change in an inde2endent vari~ble. 

6. Sensitivity to Analysis predicting that a stated change in public 
Policy Change expenditures would yield a predicted increase in the 

effectiveness of pa~ro1. 
7. Optimizing Policy Research demonstrating that a given balance of expen-

ditures and other resources across the independent 
variables would yield the most cost-effective mix 
of patrol variables. 

Research and findings in the area of police patrol can be characterized in accordance with the 
above hierarchy to provide a preliminary assessment of the state of knowledge regarding tradit
ional preventive patrol. 

*See William McGreevey et. al •. , The Policy Relevance of Recent Social Research on 
Fertility (Smithsonian Institution, 1974, Washington, D.C.). 
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The fourth level, experimental or causative research, consists 

of the careful and deliberate manipulation of patrol operations in 

order to determine whether or not a change in the effectiveness of patrol 

results from a given change in the conduct of patrol activity. This 

type of research is of great value to the policy-maker, for it suggests 

that a given change in patrol procedures will result in a directional 

change in patrol effectiveness. Experimentation on patrol is becoming 

more and mote common and has recently focused on determining the impact 

of patrol officer chara.cteristics and patterns of patrol unit deployment 

on patrol effectiveness. 

While experimental research is of great value, it is also 

very difficult to accomplish successfully. Firm conclusions regarding 
. 

the impact of experimental changes in p~trol o~erations on patrol 

effectiveinessdepends on the careful control of potentially confounding 

factors. 

The fifth level, el~aticity research, is closely akin to 

experimentation. Research at this level indicates not only the direction 

of causal relationships, but also provides an estimate of the degree 

of improvement in patrol effectiveness which could be expected from a 

given degree of change in the conduct of patrol operations. The only 

example which we have found of "elasticity" research on patrol is 

that relating officer response time to changes in the level of criminal 

apprehension. 

The sixth and seventh levels h hi h on t e erarc y go beyond the 

specification of causal relationships. Step 6 considers the ability of 

the policy maker to undertake particular changes in patrol operations 
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and to realize the benefits predicted. Cost-benefit analyses which 

deal only with single operational variables are involved. Finally, 

the seventh level, economizing research, extends the consideration 

of capability and cost effectiveness from the consideration of single 

operational changes, to the'consideration of a wide range of options 

in an effort to optimize resource utilization. 

Basically, utilization of the hierarchy reflects our belief 

that if research is to produce results meaningful to the policy 

maker, it should proceed from the careful observation of the phenomenon 

under consideration, to a detailed understa.nding of the interdependence 

among the relevant variables, to experimental research in which 

promising hypotheses are tested in an effort to determine causal 

relationships. We believe that referencing th~s hierarchy contributes 

to our goal oriented approach to answering the question, "What is 

known about traditional preventive patrol?" In accordilnce with 

the direction so proviJed, we have sought to identify the objectives 

of patrol and the measures which are used to determine the effectiveness 

of patrol operations in realizing these objectives. We have attempted 

to assess present knowledge concerning the relationship between the 

effectiveness of patrol and the manner of patrol, i.e., the relationship 

between the outputs of the patrol operations (e.g., the contributions of 

patrol officers, equipment, d an activity). In an analytical sense, 

patrol effectiveness becomes the dependent . 1 var1ab e of the analysis, 

and patrol operations the independent variable. Throughout our 
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analysis, research ffndings will be considered useful only when they 

define a relationship betw~~n or present conclusions about patrol 

operations and the effectiveness of patrol. 

Before turning to a consideration of specific research findings 

concerning patrol objectives, effectiveness measure~ and operations, 

we would like to make some general observations regarding the nature 

and quality of the research we have examined. 

Application of the research hierarchy suggests to us that research 

on police patrol should be a linear process. Research is expensive, 

and as designs increase in sophistication and advance on the hierarchy, 

it becomes increasingly expensive. To be of greatest value, research 

on one level of the hierarchy should be based on a firm foundation 

of accumulated knowledge provided by efforts at lower levels. In general, 

we have found that this has not been the case with research on police 

patrol practices. While authorities in the field frequently cite 

each other's opinions, there has not been a concerted effort to 

accumulate and build upon an integrated body of empirical findings 

in advancing to more sophisticated levels of research. 

In presenting and utilizing this hierarchy, we do so with the 

understanding that there is frequently inherent tension between the 

cumulative process of research and the immediate needs of administrators. 

In general, we believe that the policy maker is badly served by 

advanced research that is prematurely executed in an effort to satisfy 

the immediate needs. The operational needs can not be effectively 

addressed until many more basic questions have been answered. In the 

interim, we believe it is appropriate for the policy maker to opt for 

.' 

the least-cost 
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P
atrol on the basis of the best 

approach to police 

evaluation possible. 
admin istrator will have to rely on 

Often, the 
1 i effectiveness. 

and on 
the community's perceptions of re at ve 

his own 
h lt to be important. 

Two additional considerations are t oug 1 

reluted research, particularly of 
First, the design of policy 

d d constrained by 
b typically compromise an 

experiments, has een 
Some constraints 

encountered in the field. 
operational realities 

, , "the experimental design prior to 
become apparent 

implementation. 

and designs can 

1'n "negot1at1ng 
likely always to exist 

Constraints of this type are 

only be optimal, not perfect. 
We believe, however, 

h t assess the "best 
that it is encumbent upon all researc ers 0 

and to determine the validity of the 
possible" design arrived at 

f1'ndings which will result. experimental 
If the results can not be 

involved in the research, 
sufficiently valid to warrant the expense 

, ts can not be foreseen Other constra1n .. " 
the experiment should not proceed. 

but arise in the course of the experiment. 

h Course of its execution, 
compromised in t e 

Should the design be 

the researcher should 

design and take the changes into 
assess his ability to adapt the 

1 Its Depending on 
analyzing the experimenta resu . 

consideration when 
, b effected, consideration 

the degree to which such comprom1ses can e 
In our review of police 

d 'ng the experiment. 
should be given to abdan on1 

that too little consideration has 
patrol research, we have found 

implications of both types of constraints. 
been given to assessing the 

This brings us to the final point. 
We emphasize the need 

particular)'.:' of experimental results. 

i f all research results, and report ng 0 

When findings are reported to be for extreme care in the 
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based on an "experiment," they become endowed with an image of 

legitimacy and of general applicability. Although an understanding 

of the limitations of the methodology of experimentation is inaccessible 

to most and the available technical reports receive little public 

attention, statements of results receive wide publicity. We have 

found that in the area of police patrol results have been reported 

without sufficient qualification, and have become endowed with a high 

degree of credibility inspite of the flaws in the experimental design 

and the limited validity of the findings. This may not only lead to 

unwarranted changes in police procedures, but in the long run it may 

undermine the credibility of the experimental approach within the 

police community. 

B. The Objectives and Tactics of Patrol, and the Measure
ment of Patrol Effectiveness 

It is generally agr.eed that police patrol operations have 

five basic objectives: (1) deterr,ence of crime; (2) apprehension of 

criminal offenders; (3) satisfaction of public demands for non-crime 

services; (4) provision of a sense of community security and confidence 

in the police; and (5) 5 recovery of stolen goods. There is, for all 

intent and purposes a one-to-one correspondence between these objectives 

of patrol and the overall objectives of police departments. The 

relationship exists not only between the scope of department-wide 

and patrol-specific objectives, but also with respect to their relative 

priorities. For both the department and its patrol division, deterrence 

and apprehension are of primary importance. Satisfaction of demands 

for non-crime services and the provision of a sense of conlmunity 

security are generally considered to be of secondary importance by 

II I, 
II 
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police officials. Recovery of stolen goods, except perhaps of stolen 

cars, appears to be of least importance. 

1. Deterrence 

The first objective of patrol, crime deterrence, has 

provided the major impetus for the extensive deployment of a highly 

visible patrol force. It has generally been assumed that the 

projection of an image of preparedness, efficiency, and omnipresence 

through the deployment of visible police units will discourage the 
6 

would be criminal from breaking the.law. It has also been assumed 

that higher levels of patrol visibility bring higher levels of 

deterrence. 

The assumption relating patrol visibility and deterrence 

has been called into question on two accounts., First, doubt has been 

cast by the reported results of the Kansas City Preventive Patrol 

experiment which found there was little difference re~ulting from 

1 "bil' 7 changes in the levels of patro V1Sl lty. Second, doubt has bee.n 

cast by the argument that only certain types of crimes can be 

deterred by a patrol force. Crimes, such as homicide, assault, larceny, 

burglary, and rape are often commit'ted in private places or in secret 

and, therefore, are little affected by the preventive and deterrent 

aspects of patro1.
S 

One study even suggests that only about 40% of 

the known crimes occur in locations where they can be observed and hence 

9 
potentially deterred by the police. In short, this argument suggests, 

that if the crime is not observable, it cannot be deterred by the patrol 

force. The argument can be extrapolated further to suggest that 

the deter.rent effect of patrol diminishes as the amount of time the 

perpetrator is visibly in the act of committing the crime diminishes • 
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In ~he interest of deterrence, police departments have engaged 

in operational activities aimed at heightening the visibility of patrol. 

These tactics include: use of one-person cars, motor scooters, increased 

foot patrol, take-horne cars, saturation patrol, and split patrol; 

attempts to match officer characteristics, such as race, language 

skills and sex, with the characteristics of their beats; and the use 

of allocation and deployment models to: direct patrol units to high 

crime locales; randomize patrol presence; or minimize 

response t~ne throughout the city. 

The fact that different allocation models are based on opposing 

assumptions is, alone, indicative of the lack of knowledge regarding 

the relative' effectiveness of alternative approaches to deterrence. 

There is also very little evidence concerning how and to what degree 

officer characteristics influence deterrence abilities. 

In addition to tactical procedures designed to enhance the 

deterrent effect, departments have experimented with various supervisory 

procedures intended to increase the efficiency and insure the integrity 

10 
of the patrol personnel. These attempts have been based on the 

assumption that the deterrent capability of police patrol depends on 

the quality of individual officer performance and on high standards 

of officer integrity and honesty. Such attempts have ranged from the 

street deployment of supervisory personnel to the random and frequent 

reassignment of patrol officers to different beats. 

While deterrence is considered by many to be the primary 

objective of police patrol and while considerable resources have been 

devoted to improving the deterrent effect of patrol, no direct 

• e 
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measure ,of deterrence exists: there is no way to measure the 

number of c;rimea which are not committed due to the operations of 

the patrol force. Since the number of non-crimes cannot be counted, 

it is impossible to determine how many crimes were not committed 

for either patrol or non-patrol reasons. This inability to Ineasure 

deterrence may partially explain why to date no significant relationship 

has been shown to exist between patrol activities and the deterrence 

of crime. ll 

Without direct measurement, the relationship between the two 

must remain an inferred one, based largely on assumptions. The 

measures used by law enforcement agencies are indirect or surrogate ones, 

the merits of which are extremely problematic. 

The techniques currently used by departments to me::lsure 

the deterrent effect of patrol are of two types: (1) measures of crime 

and victimization rates; and (2) measures of patrol activity thought 

to be related to levels of deterrence. They include the following: 

Changes in the Rate of Reported Crimes - on the 

theory that the rate of reported crime is 

related to the rate of actual crime, so that 

a decrease in the crime rate can be 

attributed to the deterrent affect of the 

patrol operations. 

Changes in the Rate of Victimization by Type of 

Crime - on the theory that a decline in 

victimization rates is positively related to 

a heightened deterrent effect of patrol 

operations. 
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the theory that increased arrest rates indicate 

1,0 the potentia.l cr:im:1.nal a heightened effective- • 
nese of patrol operations, and consequently a 

Reenter likelihood of capture either in the 

course or or directly following the 

eomrn:Uui:l.on of [I crime. 

theory that the criminal will perceive 

the ability of peHce patt'ol uo:f.ts to 

respond quickly as on indicator of the 

HkeUlwod of his apprehension. 

os GLop Dnd frisk Dnd vehicle 

rhc{'l<.s) - on t he theory thn t careful checking 

of EHWpidolls 1nd:l.vidunls w:i.ll dc.ter crime. 

tlw t!WOl:Y that the rote of detanence is 

direrlly relnted to the number of visible 

po t 1:01 lln it:. s . 

\lnCN'l<l'Lnty nbou t the oppcnronce of 

polJcc IHlt.:rol units \.Iill deter criminal 

• tH:"t.iv:tty. 
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While the first two deterrence measures are thought to be 

related to changes in the actual level of crime, the last 5 are related' 

to police activities which are assumed to have a deterrent effect. 

Although there are many inadequacies with both types of indirect 

measures, only some of the most significant drawbacks will be 

mentioned here. 

1. Use of reported crime rates is of questionable 

value because the relationship between reported 

crime and actual crime is not clearly ur~erstood. 

The percentage of actual crime which is reported 

may depend at least as much on public confidence 

in the police as on the true level of criminal 

activity. 

2. Police patrol is only one of many factors 

which influence the rate of crime. This greatly 

reduces the utility of crime and victimization 

rates as measures of deterrence and it makes it 

virtually impossible to attribute changes in these 

measures to changes in patrol operations. 

3. The use of types and levels of patrol 

activity as indicators of deterrence is based 

on the untested and rather self-serving 

assumption that these activities have a 

definite effect on criminal behavio~. As a 

cesult, they tend to justify continued and 

more intensive use of the current patrol 

procedures. 
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In sum, while the objective of deterrence is of primary 

importance to patrol activities, little is known about the relationship 

between patrol strategies and deterrence and no satisfactory measures 

(\x:l.st for evaluDting the effects of patrol upon deterrence. Departments 

tln:oughout the country are becoming increasingly concerned about this 

problem and it is in dire need of solution. 

2. ~ehension 

The second objective, apprehension of criminal offenders, 

is equal in importance to the first and closely related to it. When 

deterrence foils to prevent crime, the patrol force is responsible for 

apprehending the offender and swift, efficient performance of this 

task is generally assumed to contribute to future levels of deterrence. 

In the context of the present study, we are concerned only 

w:lth those m:r.csts occurring due to: (1) self-initiated activity by 

uniformed patrol officers, resulting from the detection of a crime in 

prog~csB or the recognition of alleged offenders; (2) actions initiated 

by direct, non-dispatched citizen requests for service; and (3) officer 

r."(~sponst.' to culls Eor service resulting in arrests due to "tactical 
:L2 

sUI~pr:tsc. II It :i.s commonly assumed that increasing the number of 

o,H:l.cc:t"S on putrol will lead to an increase in the number of crimes 

detected in progress and the number of suspects apprehended on the 

stt"cets. Acld:ltionally, deployment and allocation procedures are believed 

to have un important influence on officer-initiated apprehension 

capabilities. Typical policy decisions in this area include: (1) 

the deploymcnt of eithet: one Ot" 2-officer cars based on varying 

assessments of the differences in their observational capabilities and 

nbilitics in making arrestsi13 (2) the u~ilization of allocation • 
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formulas to either increase the presence of patrol units in high crime areas or 

randomize their distribution in the hope of catching offenders off-guard; 

(3) the use of different modes of transportation (e.g., foot, bicycle, 

scooter, motorcycle, marked cars, unmarked cars) based upon assumptions 

regarding their effectiveness for detecting different types of crimes 

in different types of areas; and (4) differential assignment of men 

and women to beats based on assumptions concerning differences in the 

aggressiveness of males and females. 

In an effort to increase the number of apprehensions reSUlting 

from direct citizen contact with patrol officers, departments have 

sought to enhance citizen accessibility to officers by adapting 

modes of transporation to the characteristics of patrol areas. For 

example, foot, bicycle, or scooter patrols are frequently used in 

business districts. Departments have also been concerned with 

appropriately matching the ethnic, racial, and language skills of 

officers to patrol districts in an effort to increase the levels of rapport, 

respect, and cooperation between patrol officers and the communities 

they serve. 

Finally, emphasis on apprehension by tactical surprise has 

led to the use of allocation models designed to reduce officer response 

time; and, to the priority screening of calls for service to tninimize 

response time to calls thought to offer the highest probability of 
14 

offender apprehension. 

The effectiveness of patrol in terms of apprehension is 

usually judged on the basis of two different measures -- one direct and 

the other indirect. They are: 
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Changes in the Number of Arrests -

(by the type of situation and crime)-

made by uniformed patrol officers 

as a function of the 

quality of the arrest and the clearance 

rate. 

Changes in the Response Time of Patrol 

Units - to "prio'city" calls for serv~"r:e. 

The first measure can not be treated as an absolute number. 

It requires qualification to account for the quality of the arrest 

so that only the procedurally correct arrests of actual offenders 

will be counted. The qualification most prominently proposed is the 

number of arrests which survive initial screening tiS a proportion of 

the total number 2£ arrests under consideration. The use of the 

"first.: screening" distinction is recommended as it minimizes the impact 

of prosecutorial and court decisions upon the final disposition of 

cases. This constitutes an attempt to determine whether or not the 

oHiCCl;' acted reasonably in making the arrest. Qualifying the number 

of: arrests on the basis of case outcomes later in the judiciary 

process may s:i.gnificantly underestimate the apprehension effectiveness 

of patrol operations; it may also be argued, however, that not to qualify 

the statist:i.cs on the basis of final outcome may render the apprehension 

statistic a self-serving measure of the department's effectiveness 

which greatly inflates the sense of patrol effectiveness. It is also 

necessary to qualify arrest data with regard to levels of crime. 

The most common attempt to do so uses crime clearance rates, i.e., 

apprehensions are considered as a proportion of "cases solved" by ti. •• • 
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department. This attempt to relate the number of apprehensions to the 

level of crime is necessary if a final judgement is to be made regarding 

the effectiveness of the patrol operation in achieving this objective. 

Unless we know whether the rate of crime is increasing or decreasing, 

we cannot know how to interpret changes in the rate of apprehension. 

For example, if the level of apprehension rises, it it because there 

is a significantly greater amount of crime, or is it becBuse the patrol 

force is more effective in solving a constant or smaller number of 

victimizations? The inability to measure the rate of victimization 

and the problems involved in interpreting the rates of reported crimes 

(as discussed above) also limit our ability to interpret data on the 

number of apprehensions achieved by departments. 

Use of response time as an indirect measure of apprehension, 

is based upon a limited body of empirical evidence which indicated, 

for example, that by reducing response time from 14 minutes to 1 minute, 

a 62% increase in the rate of apprehension resulting from calls for 

service can be achieved. 1S Based upon findings of this nature the use 

of response time in and of itself is becoming increasingly common as a 

measure of the apprehension effectiveness of patrol divisions. 16 

However, while a relationship between response time and app"rehension 

rates may exist, its use as a measure of goal attainment can be 

self-serving an~ deceptive. This it shares in common with most indirect 

measures of effectiveness. 

In sum, whilp· the apprehension of criminal offenders is a 

primary objective of patrol operations, little is known about the relationship 

between patrol strategies and apprehension, and no satisfactory measures 

exist for evaluating the effect of patrol tactics upon the rate of apprehension • 

t 
( 

• 
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Providing a Sense of Connnunity Security and Satisfaction 
With the Rules 

The third objective of traditional preventive patrol, the 

provision of a sense of security to the community and the generation of 

a sense of commu'.dty satisfaction with the police, is usually considered 

to be somewhat subsidiary to the preceding goals. While realization 

of the objectives of deterrence and apprehension is assumed to be partially 

dependent upon positive community attitudes towards the police, the 

first two objectives will generally not be sacrificed in order to achieve 

the third. On the contrary, it is normally assumed that effective 

attainment of these objectives will result in high levels of citizen 

satisfaction. 

An example of the reluctance to compromise the goals of 

deterrence and apprehension in the interest of "felt security and 

satisfaction" is the decline in the use of foot patrol. While commonly 

thought to contribute to citizens' feelings of security and satisfaction, 

foot patrol has often been replace.d by other modes considered to be 

more effective in terms of deterrence and apprehension. On the other 

hand, aggressive patrol practices are employed in a very discriminatory 

way for while they enhance deterrence and apprehension objectives, 

they are thought to alienate the community.17 

Although it is generally believed that community's sense 

of security and satisfaction will "take care of itself" if the first 

two objectives are being met, some operational tactics are assumed 

to contribute more to its attainment than others. It is, for example, 

commonly believed to be influenced by the level of patrol visibility, 

the mode of transportation used on patrol, levels of police corruption, 

demeanor of patrol officers, and officer characteristics such as race, 
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language skills, and sex. In general, however, the operational con

figurations assumed to be most effective in meeting the objectives of 

deterrence and apprehension are also assumed to serve the goal of 

citizen satisfaction and sense of security. 

While the impact upon community attitudes of varying levels 

of visibility and of utilizing women on patrol has been studied to 

some extent, the other assumed relationships remain untested. 

Surveys of citizen attitudes toward the pollce have been conducted but 

few studies explicitly relate survey results to specific changes in 

patrol operations on a before and after basis. 

The measures which have been used to determine the impact 

of patrol upon the level of community security and satisfaction have, 

to a degree, been already suggested. They include: 

Attitudinal Data Collected - on the basis of 

general population surveys and surveys of 

citizens who have had encounters with the 

police 

Attitudinal Data Inferred - from citizen 

complaints about the police, structured 

observations of police- citizen encounters, 

and officer response times. 

Survey research provides a direct measure of citizen attitudes 

toward the police; however, surveys offer little information regarding 

the intensity of those attitudes. 

While in principle it is possible to use surveys to determine 

the impact of changes in patrol techniques upon the attitudes and feelings 

of the public, they are seldom employed properly for this purpose. 

, > 
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Accurate information on this relationship requires the testing of 

attitudes prior to a change in techniques, and then retesting them at 

an appropriate time aft:;er the change. The Kansas City Preventive 

Patrol experiment and the Women in Policing Study used this technique 

correctly, but there are even questions which can be raised concerning 

the quality of the surveys per se. 18 As a result of the limited number 

of before and after surveys, little is known about the relationship 

between patrol tactics and citizen attitudes. 

The second type of additudinal data, which are inferred from 

complaints, structured observations,and response times, is generated 

on the basis of inferences about assumed relationships. The number of 

complaints received and the tone of the complaints is often used 

as an indicator of attitudinal dispositions. The problem inherent 

in using the number of complaints is that the number of complaints 

received can be influenced by both departmental procedures and by 

factors outside the control of the police, particularly media presentations. 

In addition) there is no basis for assuming that the complaints received 

have come from a representative sample of the population. Similar 

problems are faced in the use of structured observations of citizen-

police encounters. 

While both of these measures - the number of complaints 

received and the use of structured observations - may point to specific 

concerns which should be addressed in attitudinal surveys, neither 

measure can properly be used as a basis for making general statements 

about the public as a whole. 

Finally, the use of response times as an indication of 

• 
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attitudes assumes that a community's sense of security is dependent 

upon perceptions of the ability of the police to respond quickly to 

~~lls for service. This assumption presumes a relationship which 

is of uncertain validity. 

In short, while measures of co~munity attitudes exist,_ they 

have not been adequately used to test the impact of tactical changes 

upon levels of citizen satisfaction and felt security. As a result, 

most of the relationships reported in the literature are based only 

on assumptions. 

4. Provision of Non Crime Related Services 

The fourth objective of traditional preventive patrol, 

provision of non-crime related services, involves activities such as 

emergency ambulance and rescue service, and minor domestic matters; 

performing license inspections; and reporting the need for the repair 

of public property and utilities. The wide range of non-crime-related 

services "routinely" performed by uniformed patrol officers is indicated 

by a recent inventory which included over 3000 of them.
19 

Performance of non-crime-related services has fallen to the police 

due to the general abstention of other governmental agencies and the 

tendency of citizens to call the police when unable to think of where 

else to turn. In the main, the police have accepted these non-crime-

related tasks, because their provision did not seem to undermine the 

effectiveness of patrol and could even be viewed as contributing to it. 

Performance of these services was felt to enhance the community's 

satisfaction with police work, improve rapport between citizens and 

officers and build a constituency for the department among the public 

at large. In addition, it is argued that the police should continue to 

I 
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provide these s€lrvices since their capabilities and "infrastructure" 

allow them to do so more cheaply and efficiently than other agencies 
20 

of government. 

While non-crime-related services have in the past been 

provided without hesitation by the police, continuation of this practice 

is coming into question. As crime and the fear of crime increase 

provision of such services is seen as a Significant detraction from 

the avialability of patrol units for preventive patrol and response 

21 
to calls for crime-related services. The magnitude of this 

problem can be summarized in the following way: it is estimated that 

the provision of non-crime-related services combined with the performance 

of traffic duties and the policing of minor misdemeanors consumes from 66-84% 
22 

of the uniformed patrol officer's time. It has been frequently argued 

that this time could be better spent on activities related to crime 
23 

deterrence and crimi~al apprehension. 

In essence, the argument against police provision of these 

services maintains they interfere with the effective achievement of 

more important objectives of traditional preventive patrol, and as a 

result may indirectly lower the level of community satisfaction with 

24 
police performance. It has been suggested that the performance of 

Some of these services, Buch as traffic control and reporting of 

public utility outages, does not require the expertise of patrol officers 

and could be handled as well by non-sworn personnel, and that other non-

crjme activities, sllch as license inspE!ctions and minor domestic 

problems could be provided more effect:ively and appropriately by other 

government agencies. 

It 
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Proponents of curtailing police provision of non-crime 

related services, traffic functions, and the handling of minor 

misdemeanors do not disavow the importance of these functions per se~ but 

rather offer alternative delivery mechanisms. Proposed changes in this 

area include: (1) referral of certain types of calls for service to 

25 26 27 
other agencies; (2) creation of new agencies or divisions 

to handle some tasks currently performed by patrol officers; (3) increased 
28 29 

use of citizen auxiliaries and non-sworn personnel; and (4) 

establishment of systems to dispatch officers on a priority basis to 

calls for service. 

In sum, departments do not seem to adapt the strategies and 

tactics of their patrol operations to the demands for non-crime-

30 
related services; rather, they work the provision of these services 

around the performance of other tasks, increasing the manpower allocated 

to particular districts when the non-crime-related service load is 

inordinately heavy. Consideration of this objective is important 

in the context of the present study because of its potential impact 

upon the availability of manpower and equipment for crime-related routine 

patrol. However, since there is no empirically grounded research which 

quantifies the relationship between the number of officers deployed on 

crime-related patrol and levels of deterrence and apprehension, the 

extent and nature of this impact is unknown. In the jargon of economics, 

we do not know the marginal utility of the extra patrol officer. 

Finally, the measures of effectiveness used to evaluate the 

contribution of patrol to the satisfaction of this objective are: 

Activity Counts - showing the number 

of non-crime-related services, provided 

! -
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often as a percentage of the number 

of requests received for assistance; 

Changes in the Number and Content 

of Citizen Complaints - concerning 

the failure to provide such services 

satisfactorily, if at all; and 

Information From Survey Data -

concerning the general quality of 

service provision and the satisfaction 

of the recipient with the perform

ance of: the police officer. 

!ecovery of Stolen Goods 

The fifth obj ect:i.ve of patrol is the recovery of stolen goods. 

Th~.s ob:) cct:l.ve hos rece:l.ved little attention in the literature. Except 

w:l.th 1·eg1.l.1~d to the recovery of stolen cars, satisfaction of this objective 

if) nch:lcved only incidentally to the realization of other objective[L 

The locnt:l.on nnd recovery of stolen goods is primarily the concern of 

:invcDt::tgntj.vc t'li ther than pa trol officers; the search for stolen automobiles 

is a normol nnd often emphasized part of a patrol officer's routine. 

Tactical conaiderations in the performance of this function include an 

(!mp'hns:l.s on tt'affic stops Hnd spot checks, the use of: special look-out 

aheeta, Dnd the deployment of two-officer cars for reasons of safety. 

MQosuremcnt of effectiveness in achieving this objective focuses on: 

yolue of Goods Recovered 

j\ggresa to Amount o.f Goods Recovered -

as a percentage of the aggregate amount 

reported stolen. 

I 
.' 
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These are both direct measures. However, since neither is related to 

the total amount of stolen goods, but at best only to the reported 

amount, changes in the value or quantity of recovered goods may indicate 

either inc ceased patrol effectiveness or decreased effectiveness in 

the face of an even greater rise in the amount or value of property 

stolen. 

Before turning from a consideration of the objectives of 

traditional preventive patrol and the associated measures of patrol 

effectiveness, the utility of one additional concept should be 

mentioned. In the above discussion we have focused upon the attainment 

ilnd measurement of objectives in an absolute sense, and we have stressed 

the recurring inability to measure the level of goal attainment in 

an accurate way. Another approach to neasuring effectiveness which is 

being actively explored is the use of productivity measures which 

emphasize cost-effectiveness. In a strict theoretical and analytical 

sense, as pointed out in the research hierarchy, computation of cost

effectiveness requires the ability to measure patrol effectiveness in 

a fairly precise manner. However, from a practical standpoint, focusing 

on cost-effectiveness suggests certain standards which can assist 

administrators in dealing with questions of effectiveness despite the 

fact that they can at present only be answered in a very impressionistic 

manner. In brief, this approach leads us to suggest that where, on 

the basis of current measures, little or no difference is perceived 

between the relative effectiveness of alternative patrol procedures, 

administrators should opt for the least expensive one. In other words, 

this argument rests on the assu.mption that when discrimination between 
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the effectiveness of patrol alternatives is impossible on other 

groundo, then considerations of cost should appropriately be used as 

the c.ietermin~.n8 factor in decision-making. While this approach does 

not obviate the necessity far seeking a real understanding of the 

Telationship between patrol operations and their effectiveness, 

it con provide a basis for decisions in the absence of more definite 

cricQ~ia. For example, despite the fact that whether one or two officer 

cars (l't'C morc cffect:i:ve in terms of patrol objectives, we do know 

thl.! t the fot'mcrr. is substantially less expensive than the latter 

nnd might: be strongly preferred primarily on that basis. In a similar 

v~in, :It has often been noted that a large percentage of the uniformed 

1 r-f· i ' time is devoted to the provision of non-crime-related pa tra. 0.':" c.ox s 

aer.v:l.ccs many of wh:lch do not require the expertise of patrol officers. 

WId,10 thcr.~J.ative. effectiveness of officers vis-a-vis 

citizen auxiliary units in performing these tasks has never been 

d I I tIle l atter would be much less costly and might .ct.:erm:.nc( , 

be used for this reason. 

For the most part, all of the measures discussed above can be 

convcl.·ted into cost-effectiveness measures, by computing each as 

a ratio of manpower, equipment, or dollar inputs to the patrol 

ope't't:lc:l.on. Fol;' example, the ratio of the number of apprehensions 

to the. number of men deployed might become the basis for deciding 

bl~twe('l'\ d:tfferC!nt deployment strategy. In this context, the department 

could fisk how much additional money is it worth expending to achieve 

a g;i.vco desired number of additional apprehensions, regardless of the 

merit of the apprehenSion statistics vis-a-vis understanding the overall 

28 

effectiveness of the patrol operation. By using cost-effectiveness 

measures we are only saying that given the measures we have to work with, 

and given the general attitude of the public, we will minimize the 

operating cost of the department. At such a time as we can determine 

how to measure the effectiveness of the department in a more direct and 

meaningful way, we can then determine if it is worth expending the 

amount of money necessary in order to have the desired impact. The message 
'I. 

implied here is that until better measures can be developed, further 

research should be oriented towards minimizing the cost of patrol to 

the degree to which this can be done without altering our opinion 
.. 

as to its effectiveness vis-a-vis its objectives. 

• 
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C"'~,SlJtMI~CY of Fi ~d i ngs 

~c~t'lon of this chapter we have indicated how, In the prcc('.ding ;;J ... 

and based largely upon assumption, particular operational 
in a aenern\ WDY 

I . \ prnvcntlve natro! are related to the attainment of 
a~pccL~ of trDd tiona ~ r 

the objective!'; cf pi:Jtrol. 
The operational aspects of patrol mentioned there 

. 'in order to faeil itate a detailed 
,;'.In be oppor'tioncd ilmong sIx categorlCS 

\ I h operat 'lonal aspect \-Iould be dls-While idea yeac 

~~d d'let'l·nctly from the others, the nature of the 1 itera-
cus~cd Individually UII ~ 

A·~ a result, the categorization scheme we 
lure does not ollow for this. ~ 

hnve used is nKlrc i1 reflection of the nature of the organization apparent 

In Lhc 1 Itcrnturc, and less an analytical construction. La r ge I y, I tis a 

convenient scheme given the task of ali t~rature review. 

of th "ls section we will define the general categories 
In the course 

I surnmarize for each our more detailed discussions 
wh 1 ~h "IC have used and t len 

lcv"l ,'" the hierarchy \-Jhich is tyr,ifled by the accomp-
H1 til rogn nJ to the '" , 

! C~tAgol'y, the quality of that research, and the par
II sheu I·t}~;('.arch 1 n cac i u '" 

r.n.~Llltl·r1'.J from that research regarding operational aspects tlc.ulnt' findings \"w \ 

of Pi) t 1'0 I • 

h have clustered the operational lhQ stx categories into whic we 

1 t " patrol are: 
t 11 Of tr'odltiona prCVer'l'IVe vo,' D) cS 

Pnttcrns of Ptltro\~ 
_-to" Of 

2. Mode, of Ptt ero I --
;\. ~ervl51on of Uniformed Patrol Officers 

4, 

S· 

6. 

Characteristics of Patrol Officers 
~..--. 

OfFicer Professionalism -' 
Rou~lnc Patrol in the Community 
--\11 

--------------------...... ....-
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l-~Patterns of Patrol discusses the alternative approaches which 

can be taken to set beat bOLmdaries, detennine patrol routes, designate 

officer task responsibility, and assign appropriate number of units to 

each beat. 111ese approaches are described as they are used in establishing 

specific patrol pattcTTIS, namely: fixed beat, split, random, and saturtl-

tion patrol. Particular attention is paid in this discussion to the issues 

of patrol visibility and patrol response time. 

A-~Beat Boundaries: We focus here upon the designation 

of the geographic area in which the patrol units are assigl1ecl. Three 

basic approaches are fOWld in the literature. The first utilizes hazard 

fonnulas in an effort to equalize officer workloads and thereby optimize 

the overall effectiveness of the individu~l officer, and the sense of 

officer presence throughout the city. The second usually projects the 

number of calls for services, anticipates the time involved in responding 

to such calls, takes into consideration differential travel times in 

different parts of the city, and then estin1£ttcs the J1wnber of beats (or 

Wlits) which are required. This second approach is directed mainly at 

minimizing response bme. The thj.rd approach der:i.ves bOWldaries on the 

basis of routes which have been determined on the basis of atteml')ts to 

minimize travel times and thereby response times. 

With regard to the objective of deterrence, little if any 

evidence exists as to the relative effectiveness of these alternative 

approaches. With regard to apprehension, there is some experimental and 

elasticity research which indicates heightened apP't'ehension effectiveness 

due to i'eduction in response time. With Tegard to the provision of non~ 

crime services, no tests have been found which relate the different 
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approaches to boumhlly setting to changes in the effectiveness of such 

service provision, With regard to providing a sense of commlU1ity security 

1 t ' 'f ct'o' no cVl,',dcncc has been found of this relationship having ant sa 'J,sa ;1, J~, 

been. tested. 

B-~Travel Routes: We focus here upon the designation of 

the routes travelled by patrol units within their assigned beats. Three 

gcncrnl approaches arc found. The first leaves route designation largely 

to the discretion of the individual patrol units, on the aSSLUnption that 

the officers arc sensitive to the problems within their beat and know the 

most jrnportnnt routes to travel to maximize their effectiveness. The 

second npproach secks to randomize travel on the assLUnption that this pro

jects nn clement of unpredictability which is lU1settling to the WOUld-be 

criminal and thereby enhances the probability of detect.ing a crime in 

prog:r~ess. The third approach ossigns a repetitive route on the asst.nnption 

thtlt: by so doing the response time and speed of travel throughout the beat 

will be incrcased. 

With regard to the five objectives of patrol deterrence, 

there is no ernpirical evidence that permits differentiating between the 

nctun). effectiveness of the three basic approaches. Opinions do exist, 

howev,,)') tlwt randomness enhonces detC:'nTence because of its lmscttling 

:impact upon the WOUld-be criminaL Others argue that discretionary 

ralites enhance deterrence and apprehension due to the increased sensitivity 

nnd nwarel1css of the pntrol officers. Finally, to the degree to which the 

nss:ignm<n\t of trnv(\l routes docs significoJltly l"educe response time, a 

POSl.tlV(,' n,'lntionship is founo to exist between least-time rOll.ting and 

:rpprdwns ion Q rfcctivcness . 
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C. Task Assig~: The focus here is upon the ronge of 

responsibilities assigned to given patrol lU1its, and the detcnllination of 

the amount of time the potrol unit octually has for routine preventive 

patrol. This issue is significant as it has been estimated that as much 

as 80% of patrol time is spent on non-crime service calls, minor mis-

demeanors, and traffic duties and enforce-rnent. Th' . d 
e lssue 15 ctennination 

of the range of services which shoUld most appropriately be provided by 

the patrol officers. Approaches to task assignments include: (1) The 

dispatching of units to all servl'ce calls " . on an as recelved" basis' , 
(2) The prioritization of service calls , and dispatching of officers only 

to emergency situations or where the chance of apprehension is high; 

(3) The spliting of the patrol force into t\.;ro groups, with one responding 

to calls and the other patrolling; and (4) The referral of non~crillle re

lated calls to other agencies or to' non-sworn police personnel. 

Response time is probably the most commonly used measure 

to evaluate the four general approaches to task designation. Theoretic

ally, ·as departmental policies mOVe from approach (1) to approach (4), a 

reduction in response time shOuld follow as, all things being equal, more 

time and manpower become available for crime-related calls. 

Some experimental evidence exists which supports these 

assumptions regarding changing response tjmes, The implication is that 

as response time is minimized, the effectiveness of the patrol force in 

realizing the objectives of deterrence, apprehension, (md the recovery 

of stolen goods .(particularly automobiles) is enhanced but at the 
. , 

eXpense of the objective of providing non-crime related Se1,Yices. 1110 

impact upon the objectives of perceived conununity security ond satisfac

tion with the police is unclear . 
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D. Allocation of Extra Patrol Units to Single Beats: 

Hore VIC dcul "'lith the issue of temporarily increasing the intensity of 

vl!;iblc patrol within single beats in response to either anticipated or 

inctc'£lsed demand:;; for ~crv.lce cm::mating from those beats. 

Twc. baslc nppronches arc llsed jn the assignment of extra 

UJlit~;. One approach is commonly cal1ed saturation patTol: extra units 

ani uss ignt'd to bc..:atR on the basis of forecasting increased work loads. 

'I1w !wnmu is JllngnC'tic patrol: a patrol unit not on a service call in its 

own 1wal wi1) be tli~patched to answer onc in anotheT beat when the w1it 

(ls')ignt'd then~ t[mnot hanule the volume of calls being received. 'The unit 

d.i!ipatc;]l(,~d .int(J nl10thcr beat \.;:i.11 remain there lmtil dispatched elsewhere 

ill n'~;)JOTUH' to anotlwr call. 1110 assumption is that a "magnetic effect" 

will nmtim.w]J)' distribute the patrLll force to the areas in which it is 

) 1kt'1)' to lw llKH;t effective. 

Evidence cxi.sts that these npproaches tend. to impTove the 

<lppr'(:,hvll~; iOIl am] tk'tl'rrc'ncc:' effects of patrol operations wi thin given beats. 

With l't'ganl to vnrinblc assignment based on case load fOTecasts, however, 

11 sl'riml:-i qtIt'stion is rn:iscd as to the possibility that crime is displaced 

from tJ\t' i.ntt'J)!dv(.'ly to the less intensively patrolled areas. The theory 

<.)1' 1I1:Jgiwt ie p~lll'()l with its continual ren11ocation of patrol lmits is 

tlmllght to gll:1t'd against this displacement effect. We have fOlmd, however, 

no v~ll:id ("Jl1pirkal studie!-\ which rc1ntc changes in patrol intensity to 

t}w llispLai..'l'lI1l'nt 0 [ cl'im,innl ~\ct:ivit)'. 

1': .. lIer<: the foclis is upon the visibility of 

tlw gl'n~'l\lll rOtltilll' patrol force within [l pnrticulnr geographic area. 

Thl.' di!'~\ls$hm (.11' vb;jbiHty is seen to be relevant to all patterns of 
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The evidence regarding the impact of visibility upon patrol 

effectiveness is somewhat contradictor)'. S . d orne evl. e~ce suggests that t.he 

increased visibility resultcmt from an increase in patrol activity contTib

utes to incr'eased deterrence and apprehension within the beat, although it 

is not known whether or not crime was displaced to other beats where patrol 

was less intense. Other evidence, in particulaT the TepoTted sununary 

results of the Kansas City Preventive PatTol E:x"peTiment, calls into 

tion the belief that the visibility of patrol increases its oveTall 

ques-

effec-

tiveness. OUT review of the summary of that expeTiment, however, causes LIS 

to raise questions regaTding the efficacy of its reported results. 

In sum, with regard to the question of visibility of routine 

pa trol, there is no valid evidence regal"dl'llg t} f . 1e nature 0': the relationship 

between visibility and patrol effectiveness. 

F. Response Time: HeTe we slUnmarize the apPToaches taken 

to reduce Tesponse time, such as assigning a fixed munber of lmits to handle 

seTvice calls Tegardless of other patrol conditions, designating beat 

so that indi'lidual patrol units will be able to Tespond quickly while 

areas 

COIll-

pleting their other patrol duties, Teducing the number of non-emergency 

calls assigned to patrol units, and providing the dispatcher with informa

tion on the geographic relationship beb'Jeen patrol wlits and the location 

of the calls. 

Each of these approaches has been tried in varioLls cities, 

and the usual result has been an irrunediate reduction in response time from 

the routine dispatch practices. 

The most sophisticated research has been done with regard 

to the impact of diminished response time upon apprehension where given 

reductions have been found to result in significant incTeases in the rate 
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of apprehension. The most dramatic increases occur' when the time it takes 

to Tcspond to such crimes as burglaries and robberies can be reduced to 

from onc to two minutes. 

Although reduction in response time is believed to improve 

det(rcroncc, no empirical evidence to support this assumption has been 

founc.L In addl tion, no conclusive tests have been made regarding the 

il11pnct or J'ec1ucctl response time upon felt security and citizen satisfaction, 

OT upon the nl)ility to provide non-crime services. To the degree to which 

improved. rc:-;ponse UntO heightens the level of arrests in the case of burg

Juries and robberies, it also increases the level of recovery of stolen 

goods. 

" . 
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2--Mode of Patrol discusses the relative merits of various types 

of patrol vehicles, foot patrol, one-officer and two-officer cars, and take

home cars. The discussion below summarizes how various mode types contribute 

to apprehension, prevention, economy, safety, and community relations. 

A--Mode of Transportation: Here the focus is upon the rela

tive merits of automobile, foot, motorcycle, motor scooter, bicycle, and 

hel icopter patrol. 

Although there are some disagreements and conflicting evi

dence, the automobile is generally considered to be the most effective mode 

of transportation. It is able to respond quickly to a crime-related call, 

and thereby maximizes the probabil ity of criminal apprehensions. The im

pact of automobile patrol upon prevention is open to question. Some suggest 

that the abil ity of the automobile to cover large areas quickly, and the 

high visibility of the automobile per se, has a deterrent effect; others 

disagree. 

Except where there is potentially dense street crime or 

inaccessible patrol areas, foot patrol is considered to be quite ineffec

tive. The patrol officer does not receive service calls, is quite visible, 

moves rather slowly, and may be fatigued, all making apprehension of a 

criminal quite unl ikely when compared with other modes. With respect to 

prevention, foot patrol is considered to be effective in some areas, but 

impractical on a city-vlide basis due to high costs. Police officials tend 

to bel ieve that the personal contact obtained through ·foot patrol lmproves 

community relations, although some evidence suggests that foot patrol in 

some neighborhoods may actually antagonize the residents. 

Motor scooters are becoming increasingly popular as a mode 

of transportation. Many believe that the motor scooter combines the best 
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utt('lbutc~ of the automobile and foot patrol, giving the patrol officers 

:)pced, trli.'ll1euvcrnbi I ity, and personal visibi 1 ity. Although I ittle evidence 

exlHS to 5uPPOrt the Gontentlon that motor scooter patrol contl-ibutes 

slgnlflcnntly to prevention or apprehension, many tend to bel ieve this. 

Tht. fllOtor scooter Ciln be dangerous at speeds approaching 20 mph and in 

heavy, slow traffic. 

Costing 1 i ttle more than foot patrol, yet with additional 

5pcad Dnd Illgh mancuver~bi llty, bicycle patrol appears to contribute to 

both apprehension ~nd prevention in two I imited tests. Many believe that 

bicycle patrol has the same impact upon community relations as foot patrol. 

Helicopter patrol, particularly "'Jhen combined with automobile 

patrol, opp0Drs to contribute to both apprehension and prevention. Surveys 

of Lh~se pntt"ol operations suggest that the community wants them continued. 

I!('licopler'fi) Vlhil~ quite expensive, are usually justified on the grounds that 

th0Y can effecllvely replace two to six ground units under certain circum-

Two-wheel motorcycles, although popular in some cities, con-

trlbull.llttlc to pOU"ol operations, are as expensive as an automobile, are 

dalH')C'I'OU!'1 llnd I11<.1Y antngonize the cOirmunlty. 

In sum, th~ most reI iClble information collected on patrol 

rrodC". dl'5ct'lbef> their financial and safety characteristics, as these date 

often ore coll0ctcd opart from t~e analysis of patrol effectiveness. 

Although there have been a number of efforts to test and use 

n(~w p<1tro\ mod('~'l pol'ticult'lrly the motor scooter' and, to a lesser degree, 

the hrllcolll~r ~nd bicycle, few conclusions can be made about their impact 

upon i'lprH'f'h('n~)l~m and dctel"t'rncc. One t'c()son m()ny of these studies are 

{nconclt1~iv(' f\KiY bt:' that the Intr'oduction of a ne\oJ patrol mode may consti-

. . 
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tute only one part of a larger effort to improve patrol effectiveness. It 

is interesting to observe that even when many of h t ese studies are incon-

elusive, widespread efforts by I' , po Ice agencies to obtain the new types of 

vehicles begin . 

B--One-Officer vs. Two-Officer Patrol Cars', C 'd onsl eration 

here is given to the relative . f merits 0 one-officer and two-officer patrol 

cars. 

Although most departments are shifting from the two-officer 

patrol car to the one-officer car, there is still debate among pol ice 

officials concerning relative effect·lveness. Th " . e majority opinion is that 

the one-officer unit is the most effective in crime prevention due to in-

creased visibil ity and interceptor capability which results from the in

creased number of patrol units on th~ stre'et. I - n a few cities, the one-

officer patrol concept was extended into a take-honle car program, the pro-

ponents claiming that this leads to improved prevention, since visibi 1 ity 

is increased due to the daily u f th h' I b h se 0 e ve IC e y t e officer when off-duty. 

With regard to apprehension, there are two opposing views. 

One view is that the relative merits of each type of mode have not been 

determined. The other view is that the one-officer cars have a higher 

apprehension rate. Those who support this latter view usually assume reduc-

tions in response time, since the additional units mean smaller beats to be 

covered. Also, it is assumed that the one-officer units wil I be more alert 

than if patroll ing with a partner. Those who believe that take-home cars 

contribute to apprehension refer to their availabi I ity for emergency dis

patch when off-duty. 

There is general agreement that the one-officer unit is 

cheaper, although there are some who believe that the extra costs of 
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Increased supervision and new equipment reduce considerably th~ cost adv~nt-

, ff' 't The add 1 t',onal costs of the take-home car 
1'Jf}(!S of the one-o 'I car un I • , 

progrom nrc thought to be more than off-set by increase in patrol time, 

Tho available data suggest no appreciable differences in 

safety. There arc, however, some indications that organizational precau

tions compensate for any increased vulnerabi 1 ity of the one-officer car, 

• 

e' 

• 
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3--Supervision of Unifonned Patrol Officers deals with the rela

tive merits of different fonns of supervisory control, particularly with 

regard to supervisor-patrol officer ratios, the street deployment of super

visory persOImel, frequency of patrol officer call-in, frequency of patrol 

officer rotation among beats, and procedures for evaluating individual 

officer perfollnance. These are discussed with regard to officer efficiency 

and officer corruption. In addition, we discuss problems which seem to make 

it inherently difficult to exercise supervisory control over patrol officers. 

Issues in patrol supervision arc seen to relate to all five objectives of 

police patrol. In this swrnnary, we present our findings in two sect ions: 

"First Line Supervision of Patrol Officers" and "Corruption~' 

A. First Line Supervision of Officers: With regard to the 

first line supervision of patrol officers, there are two dominant schools 

of thought fOLmd in the literature, The first emphasizes tight control 

and close observation over the patrol officers and projects a Ppara-military 

model" of police operations; the second emphasizes officer discretion and 

participation in the decision making process and projects a "participatory

management structure." As a department structure approaches the first 

model, supervisory-patrol officer ratios tend to be low, close field obser

vation and stringent written report guidelines are set, officers are 

required to call in frequently, and officers are rotated among beats almost 

on a random basis. As a deparbnent moves towards the "participatory" model, 

the opposite becomes the case. Most departments tend towards the para

milital)' model. 

Low supervisor-patrol officer ratios are assumed to increase 
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the l(:'Vc-l of d.ir(:{~t acc<J1Jntabl1ity and thereby assure patrol officer con-

formi ty with regulation!? and a heightened attention to duty. In the course 

of. ntu' iWI'H'l'al 1 i tcraturc rcvlc.rw I although we have found much cOlTlTlon sense 

nl'f~Um(~Jlt we )wV(! not found (lny studies which show empirically a valid rela-

t knf~llip b(!l\"'(~(Hl loy; :mtios Gnd improved officer performance or patrol 

'[11(.', strc"ct dt'ploymcnt of supervisory personnel m1d a high 

rn·qu(·.fI(Y of pano} officer c1:lll·in arc both assumed to increase the ability 

oj ~;l1J>('rvjt;o:r~; to ob!,;()l'Vl' nnd maintain un m'larcness of the actual character

jt,tlt.', of mdi'v'idunl off.i<.:cr pc.'rfonnancc, On the one hand it is argued that 

b)' itO dtJillg .1 ( i~; po<.!db.l Q to maximi zc officer attention to duty and to 

J 'f J 1 t t to (]etcc't cOTr'upt ·practices. On the imn'<J"(' t 1t' ahilIty 0 tie tcpnr men 

(ltlwf Iiarld) ~;Olllt· b{'l h've,> tlwt $uch c10se observation stines officer initia" 

. ff' no "1] C \lle 11a· ve, 'foW1d no con-t iv(' WId ha'- a flt'H:lt .iVl' lmpnct upon 0·· leer J 1(.. y 

t'lll',iv(' t'vidl'llVt' that ('itlwl' i~ the cnsC'. 

'J1w )n·;J~·t ke of fYcqw.'ntly rotating patrol "fficers among 

tll';lt·, a!l~,llJn{·~. tlwt through ~tJ(:h rotation) opportunities for corruption will 

lit' H'tltllt'd. WId h' llH'rt' i:-; no ("mpirical evidence which seems to relate 

h'Vl'h O\' t'\'t'T\ tlw a~h't'nt lIf t}w [l'C.~qtll'nqp of bent rotation, there is some 

t'vhh'IWl' \ .. lllth tllllh'att.'s th,rt frl'qtIC'llt rotation undermines the effectiveness 

01 tltt' OrJh t'1' ~ln llll' lwat. IIis 111ornll' is untkmnincd, and he never develops 

:1Il lIhlt·ptli km,\dt'\lW.' \11' tllt' tH'f,.'tl to \'lhich he is assigned to patrol. 

h'i th n'g\ll'~l to lH'O\"(,'lhrl'('S llSL'<,.l to avalune patrol officer 

\\'" Il\'l" t·",'lt" ·t'·11" litl'l'D ttll'(" SU(1f1c~ts that an cffc:ctive evalun-Pt'l'!lll1n,lIh \.', ' ,I"" 00 

t in' 1I1~,t l"lH:t,'nt hI" IW\'l'l' lWl'n dl,\p<.'lopL'!.1 \\'hkh l'eltltes changc's in aspects 

\.\f prJ l\'l'r l't'rl\'n:l.lIk'I.' to \:h~mgC'$ in the l\ffecti\'C'nc.~s$ of the officer or 

\~1 th\'}\,ttl~\l \'p~'l\lth\n$ ,I~ a\.;hoh'. 
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In general, we have fOLUld no empirical evidence which relates 

the different models of supervision to differences in officer per:fonnancc 

or differences in patrol effectiveness. While it is not possible to detennine 

the" par'tl.· Clilar dl.· s,'lggr'e' gate characteristics of patrol the relationship bet\veen 

and the level of individual officer performm1ce, one study has, been found 

which x'elates the two models of supervision to the frequency of officer 

infractions. It was fOlmd that the closer a department approaches the para

military model, the fewer the infractions and the better the perforl11ance of 

individual officers. No relationship ,,,as drawn to the overall effectiveness 

of the patrol division. 

B. Corruption: In the context of a more general discussion 

of the ''would-be" causes of the cornlption of general patrol officC'l:s, wc 

focus upon the procedures and tactics employed by departments in order to 

control and eliminate corruption on the part of uniformec1 patrol officers. 

Three approaches have been identified in the l:i.terature. 

111e first assumes that through more ,care[~l screening of recl'lli ts and better 

training in the legal and ethicul aspects of patrol, officer susceptibility 

to corruption W1.11 e rec Lleee . . u . b '[ 1 'r.11e· seconel. aSSWI1CS tl1"t through c 1 as e 

monitoring including closer surveillm1ce of patrol officers and through 

the frequent rotating of beat and partner assignments; the opportunity for 

corruption will be minimized, corruption itself will be deterred, and, if 

deterrence fails, apprehension will be facilitated. The third aSSLUnes 

that through enhmlcing the career opportlmi ties including the salary levels 

offered to the patrol officer, the motivation for corruption will be reduced. 

111e efficacy of all approaches remains in doubt due to the 

} . t of corr-"ptl.'Ol1 It l'S thoug,ht, inherent inability to measure t 1e eXlS "ence: ..... . 

tl1"t some of the approaches to the elimination of corruption huve however, u 
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either pOftitlve or negative effects of patrol officer perfonnance. Enhancing 

cnrc(:r oppot'tunitic1+ (,Jnd salary levels are assumed to have a positive effect 

0(1 officer motivl1tion, though wc have not found any empirical evidence in 

support of this contention. ~111C active functioning of internal security 

;;~un5.tD wlthin departments nrc thought to have a negative effect on officer 
" 

rr.:waJ c) tlwugh again wc have found no empirical evidence for this conclusion 

oj Uwr, '111(' ftcquon t Tcnssigmoont of officers to beats and partners i3 

thought to be: Hrn<:TnUy counterproductive to overall effectiveness as it 

T('du(QS tbe off.i.cers sensitivity to and knowledge of his territory. Limited 

<'rnpir.it'al ('vitle'nee hn~ been. found in support of this last contention. 

• 
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4--Characteristics of Patrol Dfficel's, in which the attributes of 

an officer's race and sex are discussed with regard to the efficiency of 

officer peyf0l1nance and the integration of the officer into the conmlunity. 

This category is seen to relate primarily to the obj ectives o:f: deterrence, 

apprehension, conununity satisfaction, and the felt sense of security and 

citizen satisfaction. 

A. Racial Characteristics: We focus here upon (1) the usc 

of non-white officers for patrol in predominantly minority areas, and (2) 

the irnrx1ct of the presence of non-white patrol officers on the rest of the 

patrol .force. 

With regard to the use of non-white officers for patrol in 

non-white at'eas, those who believe that a~s:i.gnment on the basis of race 

affects the quality of patrol assume that non-white patrol officers have 

a. better rapport with the community, arc more trusted by the communi.ty, ond 

are more sensitive to the needs of the cOllununity. AUhough the usc of non

white officers in non-vJhite districts is aSSLUllcd to have a positive effect 

upon achieving the r)bjectives of deterrence in that the officer is thought 

more accessible to citizens and is thought to be perceived as less tl1Teat~ 

ening by the citizens, findings based upon the limited use of opinion surveys 

and structured observations arc inconclusive. With regard to the objective 

of felt conmllmi ty secllri ty ,mel citizen satisfaction, similar types of 

researd1 studies have also yielded inconclusive results. 

With regard to the impact of the presence of minority patrol 

officers on the rest of the patrol :torce, limited findings, based on survey 

research and info11nal observation indicate that the use of minority officers 

reduce the prejudicial attitudes of their white counterparts. However, 
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W(J hav{~ fount! no empirical evidence which clearly indicates a relationship 

hetwt](m dWJlgc:~; in offlc.:cr attitudes, changes in their behavior while on 

pilt'X'()l J nnd through the 1nttcl', changes in tho effectiveness of patrol with 

't('SlK'( t to Ow nvC' obj cctivcs of patrol. 

H. S(~x: We foclIs hore upon the issue of the usc of women 

for rouUTW prev('ntive Jwtrol. (':IOncTolly it has been assumed that women do 

not pmi'it'~m the requhd t(! phys.icaJ. attributes, or project an appropriate 

)·1I1:.tlW or authority to Imrfonn effcctive)y as patrol officers. 

'Dle l'Cl)Ol'tctl results of limited e.x-pcrimcnts indicate that 

''Jomt'H t'Ull IIml do perform n~ weU on patrol with regard to a11 objectives 

of putrol. It Is our bdief~ howcver, that the question of the effective

Ht'!i!i of WOlll('U n~ patro] off.i.ecrs (ns compared to their malo counterparts) 

l'<'I1Utillh nn OPI.'H mIt' :1$ ~x cnrt'ful look at the methodology and analysis upon 

wll it'll t best' rind in~~~i art' b:l!'iCl1 ~1C) not support the ropol'ted conclusions. 

• 
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S--Officer Professiormlism emphasizes the educational background 

of the patrol officer with particulal' regard to the quality of officer 

perfonnance, the rcmge of officer discretion, and the overall efficiency 

of the patrol division. The general concept of professionalism is also 

discussed as a catchall f01' any change J1k'1de in a patrol division and 

thought to streamline or impTove patTol opeTations. Individual changes 

relating to professionalism are, therefore, discu!'3sec1 in all other cate

gories. 

In the discussion of the educational level of the patrol officer, 

we focus upon the effects of higher education on the ability of patrol 

officers to perf0l111 routine patrol duties. The literature generally 

assumes that higher education increases officer performance with regard to 

all aspects of patrol and thereby increases each officer's impact upon the 

overall quali.ty of patrol. A particular assumption is that higher education 

better prepares officers to handle discrctiomrry aspects of the job. 

Correlation analyses seeking to nleasU'l'e the relationship between 

levels of higher officer education and the qunlity of officer performance 

have fOlU1d no such systematic relationship to exist. 111i5 finding of a 

lack of relationship is reenforced by survey research which inclict1tes that 

differences in levels of perceived security and cOllUlIlmity satisfaction do 

not seem i'elated to differences in the level of education of the officers. 

On the basis of what has been fOWld in the literature, "higher educnt.ion" 

for patrol officers does not seem to relate to the more effective attain

ment of patrol objectives; all the evidence is somC\vhat inconclusive. 

" ________________ _ 
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6- -~22}P Patrol in the Corwnunity exwnines the relative merits 

of nn officcrls sensitivity to and interaction with the community and his 

approuch to patrol in thnt community with regard to the issues of officer

community relations. Particular attention is given to the legit:iJllaCY of 

aggt<~s!1 iva patrol tactj cs. To a degree, this category is seen to be closely 

rt~laH!d to aU of the above categories. The category of "Routine Patrol in 

t.lw ComrTllmityl1 :is seen to relate primariJy to the objective of conununity 

H(!curity and satisfaction, and through it to the other objectives of 

dett!rrc:ncQ) apprchens ion.) provision of non-crime related services, and the 

rc.'l'ovt'):'Y of stolc.'n goods. 

In the section \\'e focus primarily upon (1) the relationship between 

(In oiTh'l'rls sellsitivity to the needs of the cOlTUl1unity and his ability to 

lWl'fonn ld·rL'~·t.i.vely ,."ithin that community and (2) the relationship between 

UIl' styll' and tal:t.i.cs of patrol and. the effectiveness of patrol within a 

gi Vl~J1 commUll i ty . 

W.ith regurd to tho issue of an officer's "pos:i.tion'l in the commun

i ty {lll<J t Ill' .importance of :iJnproving his cOllllllunication and rapport with the 

d.ti7.C.'Hl,)') it is gC!1crnlly assLuncd that the better his knowledge of the 

nrc,'(l Ill' pntroJs (lnd the b(~ttcr his rapport and conunLUlir:ationwith the citi-

"',(',11.',' 11 ", ,'" 1'\1(" • :1 ~ .'''' !, 1 the gr('(lter his overall effectiveness. Available evidence 

dtK'~ not Cleal']), !iUppo-rt this assumption. 

IV it'll reg, <ltd to the l' S~,ll" 0 f tIt 1 d . . } ~,\,. :: pa TO s:y es an tactlcs, Wltl 

part h'u1nr l'('fal'l'nl~e- to the- usc of aggressive patrol techniques as implied 

by un l'lIlplHl!iis upon stop-nnd-frisk and street interrogations, it is gener

nlly [lS!iLUnl'd that such techniques enhance achievement of the objectives of 

appl'(~lten!.;iun (lml deterrence 1 but have a negative effect on the level of 
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satisfaction '''ith the police while also posing a threat to individual rights. 

The actual impact of aggressive patrol on deterrence is un.J.Gl0Wn; its impact 

on apprehension rates appear, on the basis of some empirical evidence, to 

be small. TIle negative impact on COJTlJTlLUli ty attitudes is somewhat docLUlIented 

by survey research, while the effect on civil liberties is being debated in 

the courts and remains problematic. 

• 
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ZJ, ~CC, for example: 

~cb5tor, or. cit." pp. 98-100. 

COIl1tIl('nt5 received in response to our National Patrol Survey also 
indlcDlc. that this is () widespread belief among patrol adminis
trator!> . 

2f,. Rlt:hord A. Hyrcn, tiThe. Role of the Pollce," Pol ice Patrol Techniques, 
cd. 5 [JrIlU(.!1 G. Chapmtln; (Springfield, 1970), p 

\.11th few ~xception5j every deptlrtment responding to our National 
Patrol Survey indicates that some cal Is for service are routinely 
r('ferred to others for response. 

1/. I,[ith liLtle vtll'inlion, it is ar-gued that the patrol department should 
be divided into tvlO divisions! one which is assigned to handle 
1DvI enforcement, und the other non-crime relat-ad services. Three 
S('lhll"lle pr()pc)!>ul!; nrc set forth in the following works: 

TIl<' Prc',>ldent'~ Commission on Lmv Enforcement and Administration 
of JLI!>Llcc', "t'. ott." pp. 122-121" 

Jef,fJ() Rubin, "Police Identity and the Police Role," The Police and 
.tbl;_I~~~~!!Llj'_, cd. Robert F. Steadman, (Baltimore, 1972), pp. 41-44. 

Oernllrd L. G<Jrmil'c, I'The Police Role in an Urban Society," The 
l~LL}££."l1..0JL tlH~' Commun i ty, cd. Robert F, Steadman, (Ba 1 t i n1Ore,-1972) , 
p" o. 

?8. In tin' follov-tinq \-/orks, ci tizen auxi I iaries are proposed as being 
c~rDble or performing such services as neighborhood security 
check& ~nd house watches, roving observations for wanted persons 
find vehicle'), social sl~rvice counselling. See: 

The President's Comnlssion on Law Enforcement and Administration 
of JU5ticC', ('t. llit., pp. 223-2211, 

Jnm('s S. Compbcl1 \ ct. al. 1)nd others, La\~ and Order Reconsidered, (New 
Y(H'!.., 1970L pp. 1141-11115. 

Ceo!'u<, r:.. Bel'k)ey, The DemOCl'otic Pol iceman, (Boston, 1969), 
pp. 177"178. 

N~Hh)n,)1 ;\dvisol'y Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Cools,~, (Washington, D.C., 1973), pp. 264-269, 
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29. Citizens may be ~ir~d by poli 7e departments as non-sworn personnel to 
handl~ speCialized functions which would otherwise be assigned 
to unlform~d patro! officers. These might include traffic duties, 
and community services. See: 

The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration 
of Justice, op. cit.~ p. 125. 

National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals, op. cit.~ pp. 25G-261. 

30. In some ~ases, certain equipment is uti I ized on routine patrol or 
aSSigned to. patrol officers so that such non-crime related services 
can be prOVIded, when necessary; e.g., the use of station wagons 
on patrol so that patrol cars can serve as ambUlances. 



ISSUE PAPERS ON TRADITIONAL PREVENTIVE PATROL • 
The following six issue papers, in the areas of Patterns of Patr'ol, 

Mode of Patrol, Supervision of Patr'ol Officers, Characteristics of Patrol 
", 

Officers, Professional ism, and Routine Patrol fn the Community, combine to 

summarize and assess the I iter'ature on traditional preventive patrol. 

With regard to each issue, the opinions, experience, and research 

findings which pertain to it are described. Particular operational char-

acteristics which contribute to the achievement of each of the five basic 

patrol objectives -- appr'ehension, detection, satisfaction of demands for 

PAin I I non-crime services, provision of a sense of community security and confl-
4>.h"" , .",4"."·"-'»{U*_ 

dence in pol ice, and recovery of stolen goods -- are discussed. Assessments 

1:".\1(' Pa{l(:rs {Ill TraditIonal PrevC'ntive Patrol a re then made of the qua Ii ty of the find i ngs. 

Each issue paper is prepared as a complete document; the descrip-

tion of the Issue, our assessment of the qual ity of the literature, and 

citations to the source materials are bound together to facilitate review. 
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J'ATTmuw OF RfJUnlH~ PREVENTIVE PATROL 

l'ol:!( t' r,[[ ici.aln lw'!(' H considerable l"Dngc of opportunities 

11,tt 1111 Hut t l (1 lnll'J(' ahout .w it '..,iGIlC's to {tBHigning specific routes 

Itwl ',rill,tllrtP!;' Hlthln llj('!;(~ ('/'tn'mt>s, n numher of patterns of routine 

1 1 1 1 '1 d rI'llr~ term "patte'!."n" refers 1,ill till liav(' 1l('~'11 dl'v(' opr'! i10< Hlve evo. 'Ie'. ~ 

lll'u' til till' l!'IJI'"wdldlili(·~, of pntrol off:l,cers witld.n their assigned 

1 I I j J. ,'lIl,'l',lYf,J,!' w1de.Il It'd to their selection III'." I till I r II I II' !lit'! jW IJ II C'r mt' '" J" 

l"I!.il .t1tlihllil':. allti l'harat'll'rl~~llt·~; or altl'l"n.utive poLt('rnS o[ routine 

l',lll "II tIll' !In·lith,,:. t:tlI'pIII t luI'. ! lIl' l'rimt' nUlllYflis tl~c1m:iqut·s ",rhich 

rl'~;lIJ(1I1 ill L111' ,JI'!f·ll~dn.ttjnll III lll'at bOllntlarh·s and sizc.'; uumbc.'1' of 

I ! . (If L 11" ."l,'ilt',l 11UX·[lOSc.> of eneh LypCJ in 011 dl'l til it:l\lluVI' IIIIt 1'1':.l ,It\e Jug ",". 

.111 .11111.1111.111111 Pl.ll't.lI'(·1, ('xillt wilhin l'neh of tht\ patterns discussed 

11 i t l'\'t iVI' llt on lln'i r llwn ltd l Lll iVl' > cnn el()? anu intcn::rogntc 

1~IWd.\h'l,llllv 1'1111\' !'1'I'ph' than \)ffh'\'t'H in nt)othct" boat, even though 

i\l ~l), .l,'l,rf".¥('nt l'no~~s ",~n hi, llsn,cl nnd 1I.lnll \1.111,,1 p.tttt'nw ,~rt· tltt' sal1lL'. '" ~ "''' u ... ,,\l "" .. , 

Al~,lil\, tin' t!ih\'\I~1:ii{'n '11' patrl)l paltl't'nS focuses upon the 

ll'~;l'l'l\!.il\i1itil'ti \\1 p.llrt,l \\(fh'L'rH as tl1l'Y mnVt' throughout theit' assigned 

1 
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A. Regular, Routine Patrol: The Fixed Beat 

This type of patrol appears to account for the majority of 

patrol activity undertaken by departments with 24-hour patrol operations. 

Also, this type of patrol is generally used as the standard against 

which the e,Hectiveness of all other types of patrol is measu:rcd. The 

typical fixed beat has one marked car assigned to it, with 1 or 2 

uniformed officers depending upoct the characteristics of the neighborhood. 

Alternatives to the marked police vehicle are uniformed officers either 

on foot or motor scooter. The patrol unit follows a route within 

the beat area; the route taken is generally based upon some 

combination of the officers' experiences and perceptions, guidelines 

perhaps provided by fellow officers or superiors, and any specific 
. 

duties which arc scheduled to be performed. The patrol unit receives 

all service calls within his beat; in ~~ emergency, it may be dispatched 

to other beats. The type of sen'vice call which \va.rrants the dispatch 

of a police officer varies omong police agencies. In Wilmington, 

Delaware, for example, the general policy has been to dispatch a car 

for any type of citizen request. In Boston, Massachusetts, considerable 

effort has been made at the dispatcher level to screen out non-emergency 

service requests. 

The patrol unit, then, handles all service calls; there nrc no 

h dl ' f] ~L ('r"afUc, specialized units deployed to an e certa1n types 0: ca .. s. ,,_ 

certain vice violations, and robberies-in-progress may be an exception to 

I . 1 ule) DI1erl not assigned to a service call, the patrol t us genera r.. IV ~ 

unit is visibly moving through the area in an attempt to reduce the 

opportunity for a crime to be committed and increase the appnrent 

threat of apprehension to the criminal. Also, specific duties may have 
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, 1 I 1 " ·r·/"' .... • "lC "",O'I.tj,O'· I)nno). operations, such as dire.cting t:(J ~JI:' ~ 11/::.11 .t·· t'l a.. u." v!. .,' '"' 

{t<lft jt <'it tlw I'hl! oI the ocllool day, prov:!.d:lt1B :i.nforma1 escort services 

f" tI·!.lill·PI df'H'II'r:in~~ dllUy t'N'('.ipU; to the' bank, and checking 

1111 till' "If,II,:r.I·r~, fir ({'rIHJn Nlt.ing and drinking estnblishments. 

FiY.r·t! li"'ll pilt 1'01 ufU,tl J.o chnroct;e!l":tzcd by the follow1ng 

r .w·ll.n! 1111>'1 IlTIl'rr·(l t ct.ahl (', omnJ-present:, 1nquisit1ve, and 

f /"! ',11,'1] I','ltr'l.ll I'IlfWLiOllfJ, how(-"/(>I., usually vary accord1ng f(·III'IIII~,~·"I'.. ., 

1 1 l J"f'jn( <I v(·thoel,e, of determining the to tIll' ' .. 101,/ I"dll il Wi! I, art' (.!'. n , 

J • 

A polJ('(' ha,wrd ill dl'finl'd as an)1 situation wh1ch 
1 

1:",1", lwlw (' .III ill! lllt'lll rl'qHir fog m)Jm~ po1i.eC' action. Hazards may 

lit' !II'! illl',l 1n I ('I Ill!; 111 IHl\$1l1aLion Hiz(' and densLty, tyP(!S of bus1ncss 

l' 1 r(l,sidl'nt:fl, crimes and attempted l'ld.l1111~,lI!:,1·1l1 !') I h.lt.lI'(t'risli('!; 0 L w 

tttrll'!'l ~.rll'l·t mf.ll'!l til hv patrlllh·d, l"ml:!.o calLs, and felony 

itt t \".1 ! •• III \..'1111:111.111 fllt"Llulas, 'H'livily hHl.t('aLors associated with 

1 Ii 1 L b" """l"v."nt to police 1'\111 1 1' i';t~ ,!d .mll thl' tlllivl' laelor:;:Il' l'Vl'l I:· I.: ........ ,~ 

1 j .l1,lt'.'" o.f tIl" 1'e ..... ·1 fol.' [)a trol ,II t' l'llmldlll',j :.11 ,I:; to pi'll! t\l'l' Hllln(' .. ,.~. -., "'U 

111\' (t'nl h.I/,ll d f lIl'Ill\ll,1 iH tlll' mOil!: appropriate to uS(~ when 

1.Hltll~. {"'w, I.n .\I,tll.ll ,'t'illh.' h.I.~il1·JH, Hllt'h as bars, parkl<lnc1, and parked 

l.lU,> whill' tIl\' tt'llll "'lll'kltJ,hl l\\t'll1u}a is IH~rhap[l more i.tppropr:i,al:c \o1hen 

hid tip. hHIP; 111\ 1'01lll\1 tir.1l' l'l'quir(llnl'nts, such as strC'et milt's to be 
2 

p.t! 1 II! 11"\ .m,l '.t IIl'vl \'\\nl~; t ~l Ill' l'lH'l'kl'd. 

H.l".ll't\ ,\l\d wIlr},hl.ttl lol'Ulula!l .. :l1'L' USl'tI to l'CjuulizQ th(.! hazards 

1\\ \';~Ilt.l'I,1I1 ,n::\ln!~ p.ltt'lll unitH; tlw l~umpUl!-,tl indl'x is nssunll'd to be 

n M\lt\\}~ •• ltt' !':t',I?·\Il'l' II'!' tIw r.l'l • .ltivt' tlN,\l of pollet' s('rviccs. Adjusting 

ttn' \"'\Uh!.n it'!. \'1 thl' I',Hl'ol twatH, in pr111<.'ip1e, serves to equalize the 

1\-4 

hazards and workload among all patrol units, since. each boundary 

contains a specified number of hazards or factors affecting workload. 

The objective, then, is to distribute the patrol force in equal proportion 

to hazards or workload across all patrol units. 

The concept of proportional distribution is not new. As 

early as 1909, Chief August Vollmer in Berkeley, Californiu, Dssigned 

his patrol force to two l2-hour shifts and to beats which WC1:C la;i.d 
3 

out in accordance with the number of anticipated calls. The result 

was tha t some beats \yere quite large gcogl,'aphically and SOmC were qul.tC 

small, but the total number of calls expected in each were approximately 

the Same, It has been pointed out that the usc of a hazard formula today 

cannot easily be justified unless it is continually updated: hazards 

4 must be inspected and assessed regularly, Routine prcvcnt:i.vc patrol 

procedures must b~ reviewed and service calls and invcstigations estimated. 

Hazard formulas and the resultant proportional d1stributions 

are largely based upon estimates of the time it takes a patrol unit to 

complete a glven task; c. g., patrolling a certa:ln street, handling a 

call, or stopping n traffic violator, or interrogat1ng a suspicious person. 

Wilson and McLaren suggest, however, that ollocating manpower according 

to the absolute time required to perform a satisfactory quality of police 

. . 1 5 serv1ce is ~mpract~ca . Simply, they po1nt out that the time necdC'l1 

for routine patrol is not known. Also, there nrc no standards for 

optimal patrol strength. In order to correct these difficiencics, it 

is suggested that analysis of the proport1onal distribution of hazards 

and other factors affecting police patrol be the basis for fixing bent 

boundaries, with available manpower allocated accordingly. 
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III l",,',n.l', .111'1 t dl till", ili f I'l't ing pol let' pall'ol do not reflect highl:; complex 

!'11I'd iVI'lll':", It;I',j'al1l'!, all' nlll Tt'latptl to op('raLional policies. 
6 

(tJ) Nllthill}~ i~; 1,;till allnnt 111f' lolal Si7.l' or the patrol force. Stated 

,II Ill'! I'lit 1 V, b,ll.1l11 1 nnnu1.w an' inht'tenlly l:tnt'ur :tn form, tlit'reby 

PIt" 1'.1'111\1'. Iii"" I ipt I\ln~. III high1y t:ompl{'x and non-litH.'nr interactions.
7 

ptt'vI'HI i,."l' P,ltt~\t h ~·.t't\l't\tll\' JXll'rm:ltwd in tl residual fU!olh:ton; the 
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the hazard or workload index, os each deportment tends to mako subtle 

adjustments in the computations which cannot be traced. Also, a mnjor 

effo~t to introduce th usc of hazard formulas into a departmeot may 

also include other chonges SUCII as new training and community relations 

efforts, thereby increasing the difficulty of ascertaining the exact 

impact of allocating patrol units according to hazard formulas. 

2. Magnetic Patrol 

As mentioned above, patrol units not on a serv.icc> 11 ~ cn ... 

nilly be dispatched from their beat to another beat where there is an 

emergency which cannot be handled by the patrol un:Lt orig:Lnally assigned 

to it. Upon completion of the cnll in the other beat orea, the unit 

returns to its ori~lnDlly assigned arcn. Under conditions of magnetic 

_ unl' Wl1Cl 18 C' spntchcd from its beat to onother Patrol, the patt"ol 't 1'1 ' ]i 

will remain in the new bent patrolling and answering cnlls until 

assigned elsewhere. This pattern is justifiod, generally, on tbe 

assumption thot tllC J,evel f t' l' o' preVCn'lVG patta WhlCh is required 

in an area is l'ot!ghly pr.oportional to the number of SC1·V1.CC. J 1 en " S 

received .hom :i,t. Hag:lct:lc patrol is corts:J.dcred here to be a sho:rt:-torm 

varin tion of r.ou tj.ne pl:eventivc patrol, ns the' beD t arens rc.>main fixed. 

Generally, when shifts chnnge each patrol unit bcg.ins it.s J , _ pucro. 

activity in its assigned nren, moving to another only wlwn thcru is 

a service call which cannot be hnncll0d by thB patrol unit DBsignQd to it. 

Magnetic patrol, or similar variations, is disCUSSQd in thB 

lite)'.,ture as a possible patt"''''[1,8 but Dnv t ] t t d ... ~ • .,; ac un., 'QS S 0 not aPP(>l1r 

to have been documented. 
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3. Conclusions Concerning Fixed Beat Patrol 

h ]i t fixed beat patrol is voluminous, Although t e . tera ure on 

it is not possible to draw any firm conclusions as to its 

impact on detcrance, apprehension, and provision of services. Major 

]:1 work],oads usua].ly are accOmIJanied by personnel shifts, attempts to equa .. ze 

new training programs, and community relations programs, making it 

difficult to determine the specific impact of new beat boundaries upon 

patrol objectives. 

B. 1elit P~s~rol: Reactive and Proactive Patro~ 

A nunilier of observers of police patrol practices have noted 

that it is extremely difficult to measure the effectiveness of preventive 

pa trol pm:' 8e. Perhaps because it is relatively easy to measure response 

t:i.me and tlla time spent performing specific duties, preventive patrol 

is often exam:i.ned only as a residual. Often preventive patrol is 

cons:lc10,J:'cd to be only the time the patrol unit has af'er all other duties 

I ' 1 d One result of this is that patrol units may begin are accomp.1s1e . 

to c.onsJ.der the time between calls as "rest periods," where they are merely 

wn:Lt:lnp, f01' another call. Also, patrol units begin to consider handling of 

, c:-l].s as their most iml)Ortant task; the time spent between on serVl,ce u 

9 
preventive patrol is considered to be the time between jobs. 

To examine the impact of preventive patrol per se and to test 

vm.":loLls hypo theses concerning its effectiveness, a number of proposals 

, 1" t'" and efforts have been made to distinguish quantitat~ve? reac J.ve 

" " 1 Th';s dist';llction usually results in patr.ol f'rom proactive patro. ... ... 

service calls being the responsibility of reactive patrol units and 

pre.vcntive patrol being the responsibility of proactive patrol units. 

This "split" cnn he accomplished by either fixing the proportion 

_'~,_ .J","_ 
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of time individual patrol units have to spend on preventive patrol or 

assigning reactive and proactive tasks to different patrol units. In 

sum, reactive units respond to service calls phoned in by citizens and 

proactive units patrol and initiate their own activities. 

1. Fixing Ratio Between Reactiv~ and Proactive Patrol 
Time for Each Unit 

One recent example of an att"empt to fix the ratio 

of reactive and proactive patrol time was made in Arlington County, 

10 
Virginia. Here, the working assumption was that the time spent 

on proactive patrol should be twice that spent on reactive patrol: 

"Unobligated Time" 
"Obligated Time" 

2 
1 

Service calls and arrest projections were made and wei~hted according 

to the time it takes a patrol unit to handle each. The time required 

to handle each service call and non-traffic arrest was then estimated 

and the total workload in hours was computed using the 2-1 ratio which 

expressed the desired relationship between proactive and reactive patrol. 

Beat boundaries were then adjusted to approach an equal workload. 

Although this can be considered to be an application of a hazard formula, 

it was an explicit attempt to fix the proportion of time a single patrol 

unit is to spend on preventive patrol per se. 

The selection of this relatively simple technique was made after 

a careful review of the applicability of large-scale simmulation and 

resource allocation techniques. These more sophisticated techniques 

were explicitly rejected by Arlington, County, police officials for 

the following reason: they are oriented towards a reactive rather than a 

preventive patrol strategy " ..• which tends to overemphasize remaining 

L-________________________________________________ ___ 
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idle and in service to respond to an event after its occurence, and 

they require too much shifting around of patrol units; the patrol 

11 
officer doesn't really get to know his Turf." 

After the estimates of needed patrol units were made, it 

became evident that the available manpower was insufficient. Due to 

a number of lnlmagement problems, it was not possible to increase the 

size of the patrol beats proportionally so that they would equal the 

number of available officers. Although this form of split patrol 

was not actually implemented, police officials did become more 

sensitive to the problem of allocating time for proactive patrol. 

2. Assignment of: Reactive and Proactive Patrol Tasks 
to Different Units 

liere, the number of units needed for preventive patrol 

operations arc estimated; they do not, except in an emergency, respond 
. 

to service calls. Assignment of preventive patrol responsibilities 

to units on a full-time basis is assumed to be an effective way to 

obtn:ln many of the desired characteristics of preventive patrol,12 

omn:l-prcsence, inquisitiveness, intima te knowledge of beat, and 

randomness. 

i.e. , 

When tried in St. Louis, Missouri, however, the needed level 

of pl:eventive patrol was determined through an analysis of reactive 

patrol requil:cments, not proactive patrol requirements. A service call 

model was used to predict the number of calls which would be received 

by the police department and a queuing model was used to determine the 

an le with number of units which would be required on the street to h d 
13 

no delay 85% of the calls received by the police dispatcher. These 

units were, in effect, subtracted from the total number of units available 

• 
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and the remaining units were assigned to preventive patrol. As is 

the case in most experiments dealing with preventive patrol, explicit 

performance criteria or effectiveness measures were not specified. 

The effectiveness measure which was emphasized in the entire experiment 

was response time, which did drop. 

In Wilmington, Delaware, an experiment is now being formulated 

which will assign reactive and preventive tasks to different patrol 

14 units. Here, the idea is to conduct preventive patrol in various 

ways (such as marked and unmarked cars with both uniformed and plain 

clothes officers), with service calls being handled by non-patrolling 

reactive units. If this experiment is implemented, it may be 

possible to reduce incrementally the preventive patrol force, 

perhaps assigning them to other responsibilities, to gain some estimate 

of the overall impact of preventive patrol. 

In Kansas City, Missouri, an experiment was conducted from 

October 1972, through September, 1973, to test the effectiveness of 

1:> 
routine preventivp. patrol per se. The study attempted to determine 

how routine patrol affected the incidence of crime and the public's 

fear of crime. Three types of beat areas were defined: P,eactive 

Beats, where officers were to respond only to service calls and preventive 

patrol was eliminated; Control Beats, where at least one car was used 

on routine preventive patrol; and, Proactive Beats, where preventive 

patrol was to be increased by a factor of 2-3 by assigning additional 

cars and by using cars from the reactive beats when they were not 

responding to calls for service. (Note that the term Proactive Patrol, 

as used in the Kansas City study does not have the same definition as 

used earlier. In Kansas City, proactive patrol is a form of high 
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visibility patrol.) 

The conclusions of the experiment were summarized by Chief 

McNamara who stated: "the experiment did show that routine patrol in 

marked police cars has little value in preventing crime or making 

citizens feel safe." An inference drawn from this conclusion is that 

time spent on preventive patrol might be spent more productively 

on other assignments. 

While to date only the summary report has been reviewed in 

detail, information and descriptive materials in that summary lead us 

to profoundly question the reported results and the efficacy of the 

experiment as a whole. Examples of the types of questions raised 

follow. 

1. Because the small proactive, reactive and control 

beats within the limited geographic area of the 

experimental grid were contiguous to one another, 

we wonder if sufficient differentiation existed 

to affect citizen and "would-be" criminal 

perceptions of the relative intensity of patrol 

within and among the beats? 

2. Because of ambiguity as to where the units 

withdrawn from the reactive beats were patrolling 

when not responding to calls for service 

whether on the perimeter of the reactive 

beat or elsewhere -- we wonder if the integrity 

of the experimental differentiation was 

meaningfully maintained? This question is of 

still greater concern because of a reported 
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tendency for there to be an over response 

to calls for service within the reacti~~ 

beats. No where does the summary indicate 

that in fact there was a significant 

difference in the total amount of time spent 

by visible patrol officers in the three 

types of beats. 

3. Because of the extremely small sample 

sizes used in the surveys, particularly 

with regard to the business sample, we 

wonder if a real basis exists for 

generalizing survey findings to the 

community as a whole? 

Of course underlying these questions is our basic concern with the 

efficacy of the measures used in order to evaluate the effectiveness 

of patrol with regard to the objectives of apprehension and deterrence. 

Final judgements regarding the reported findings of the 

Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment and its relevance to patrol 

operations in other parts of the country must of course await 

availability and intensive examination of the forthcoming technical 

reports. 

3. Conclusions Concerning Split Force Patrol 

The experiments to date on split fo}:'ce patrol have only 

reaffirmed the growing opinion that the value of routine preventive patrol is 

open to question. The hypotheses that a proactive patrol force would 

effectively reduce crime or apprehend criminals have not been proven; 

however, they have not been disproven. The information which is 
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becoming available on experiments in Split Force Patrol in St. Louis, 

Wilmington, and Kansas City will be suitable for considerable review 

and assessment. 

C. Random Patrol 

The traditional literature 6n preventive patrol asserts that 

randomness is one of its essential attributes. Random patrol procedures 

are justified on the basis that this form of patrol is perceived by 

potential offenders as being unpredictable: they are unable to guess 

the movement and location of the patrol unit and, therefore, will be 

more reluctant to commit a crime than they otherwise would have been. 

Until recently, random patrol usually meant encouraging the individual 

patrol units to patrol where and how they wanted. The experience 

and intuition of the patrol officers, perhaps guided by information 

16 

obtained from their fellow officers and supervisors, were considered to 

be suffi(:ient for making patrol routing decisions. 

Recently more structured, formal analytical techniques have been 

developed or proposed for assuring random patrol. Under these conditions, 

patrol units are given instructions on routes to follow, speeds, frequency 

at which'certain points should be passed, etc. 

1. A Theoretical Approach 

One of the first formal analysis of the possible impact 

of a truly random patrol pattern assumed that 50% of all crimes are 
17 

committed in a way which is observable by a patrol unit. A random 

patrol algorithm was then constructed which would predict the level of 

preventive patrol required to insure a given probability of immediately 

apprehending a criminal at a given, accessible location. Assuming that 

the presence of a patrol unit to a criminal will either deter crime 

i, 
i; 
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or result in his apprehension, this approach in principle makes it 

possible to place a dollar value on the cost of reducing crime by a 

randomly patrolling force. This "dollar value" can be readily computed 

i i est4mat~ng the relationship between the value for property cr mes; .e., L ~ 

of property crimes "prevented" by a patrol unit and the cost of that 

patrol unit. This is, however, a much more difficult computation for 

other types of crimes. 

The model developed by Elliott assumes that a crime can take 

place anywhere in the area that is accessible to the patrol unit, and 

the likelihood of a specific type of crime happening at any particular 

location is the same for any other location. E~cept for a perfectly 

homogeneous area, this is not the case. Burglaries will not take place 

unless there are buildings to break into. People will not be robbed 

unless peop~e are present. Even assuming that this methodological 

shortcoming can be compensated for, a pure theory of random patrol does 

not seem to improve measurably the dEterrence of crime or the apPl=ehension 

18 
of a criminal. 

The theory of random patrol, in sum, describes the probability 

of detecting an event that takes place in a dE~fined area by an observer 

moving continuously in the area in a random fashion. The major consider

ation is the "observability" of the crime. The model requires that the 

d . d the t~me ~t takes to commit a crime and the following be eterm~ne: L L 

time it takes to patrol the protected area once. Given these two values, 

. . d' t d r"he model shows that the probability of detecting a cr~me 1S pre ~c e . 

decreases in the time required to patrol an area (e.g., from 60 minutes 

to 10 minutes) increases the probability that a crime will be detected. 

/ 
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Available data do not seem to support the use of random 

models in the determination of patrol patterns. Actual model results 
19 

have been shown to be correct only within an order of magnitude. 

2. The Application of A Random Patrol Model 

Certain principles of a random patrol model were applied 

20 
in 1968 and 1969 in Endina, Minnesota. Although the purpose of 

this experiment was not to improve preventive patrol per Be, but 

rather to reduce response times, it was an attempt to apply a random 

patrol model. The basic idea was to define beat areas with equal crime 

potential, and then assign them to patrol units on a random basis. 

Patrol units were to travel through beats in a prescribed order. 

At the time this random patrol experiment was being initiated, 

however, a pervasive effort to improve police operations was also 

initiated; training was intensified, the public was informed of attempts 

to innovate, planning was improved, and police manpower was increased. 

Also, considerable competiveness developed between those patrol units 

which were going to be put on random patrol and those which would be 

part of the control group using the old patrol patterns. 

The result of this was that response time dropped in both the 

random patrol and control areas even before the experiment was initiated. 

Also, the experimental design was changed a number of times over the 18-

month period. Although the experimental quality of this effort is probably 

quite low, it does suggest that well-directed efforts to improve a 

number of aspects of police operations may be quite successful, even 

though the reasons for any improvement cannot be isolated. 

3. Conclusions Concerning Random Patrol Models 

The use of random models to structure police patrol appears • 
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to be questionable. 
Random patrol models, which are based upon 

21 attempt to place the patrol unit in the 
"intercept probabilities," 

same location at the same time a viewable crime takes place. 
This is 

both the deterrent effect of preventive patrol and 
supposed to maximize 

1 However, computed intercept probabilities 
the apprehension of crimina s. 

are usually small. 
If an area is patrolled once an hour and the time 

commit a cr ime is I minute, then the probability of 
required to 

cannot be expected to exceed 1/60th, or 1.7%. 
intercepting a crime 

The one cited "experiment" suffers in that it is impossible 

to isolate the effects of the random patrol procedures and the other 

organizational changes. 

D. Saturation Patrol 

ass~gnment of additional patrol units 
Saturation patrol is the ~ 

22 
to those beats which are believed to require more patrol coverage. 

The unit originally assigned to the beat, in effect, shares its 

f 11 ' with another unit. The additional 
responsibilities or patro ~ng 

add~tions to the entire shift or the use of a 
manpower may come from ~ 

4th 8-hour shift which overlaps 2 regular shifts. 
Saturation patrol 

can be thought of as an alternative to modifying beat boundaries 

1 b ' th additional units on either a permanent or flexib e as~s; e 

ft thought to equalize the 
assigned to previously fixed beats are 0 en 

workload. 

Saturation patrol is traditionally used in high crime areas 

t ~mes, such as Friday and Saturday nights in neighborhoods 
and at certain ... 

b Except for those situations where the 
with theatres, clubs, and ars. 

i I ' or~ented towards dealing with certain 
additional units are spec a ~sts ~ 

I· 
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types of crime, the effectiveness of continued saturation patrol should 

probably be compared with the effectiveness which would result from 

the restructuring of beats. 

Although saturation patrol is often discussed as a means to 

reduce crime in high-crime areas, there are no well-documented 

experiments or demonstrations which permit drawing of firm conclusions. 

E. A Comparison of Patrol Hethods 

The experiments and demonstrations of routine preventive patrol 

do not permit substantiated conclusions to be made concerning the 

advantages of one type of patrol over another. tn order to obtain 

some comparative understanding of different patrol types, it is useful 

to understand variations in the response times associated with several 

patrol model& These comparisons were made by testing them with a 

simulation model which reflected conditions existing in the Chicago 

23 
Police Department. All but saturation patrol was tested. Fixed beat 

patrol \vas found to provide faster response times than other types 

of patrol, the given reason being that dispatchers had a better understanding 

of the patrol units' location. As might be expected, the simulation 

showed that the response time varied proportionately with the density 

of reactive patrol units. 

In sum, cOhc1usions concerning the actual advantages of one 

form of patrol over another cannot be readily defended on the experiments 

and demonstrations conducted to date. The literature seems to indicate, 

however, that the more complex methods of patrol do not offer many 

benefits over the simpler ones. If conclusions had to be drawn at this 

time, one might be that the simple and economical methods of patrol should not 

readily be adbandoned in favor of more complex untested, and uncertain ones. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
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MODE-Ol!'-PATROL 

There has been considerable debate among police officials 

about the most appropriate patrol mode and, in the case of ~~omobiles, 

the number of men to be assigned to each. These issues are often addressed 

separately from that of patrol patterns. The two basic concerns of 

police officials are discussed below: (1) select jon of the patrol 

mode and (2) I-officer vs 2-officer patrol cars. Brief consideration 

is also given to work concerning take-home cars. 

A. Modes of Transportation 

Over the past few yedrs, police officials have begun to 

evaluate the effectiveness of alternative patrol modes -- foot, automobile, 

2 and 3-wheel motorcycles, motor scooters, bicycles, and helicopters. 

These evaluations are being made with respect to both patrol objectives 

(e.g.~ apprehension and prevention) and other departmental concerns 

(e.g., safety and economy). 

1. Effects Upon Apprehensiotl 

Foot patrol, although it may provide 11 more intimate and 

thorough knowledge of the beat area than other forms of patrol, does not 

appear to have much impact on the apprehension of criminals. One 

reason. for this Is that the foot patrolman seldom receives service calls 

which would take him to the scene of a crime. Also, a foot patrolman 

is quite visible and moves rather slowly. In those areas ivhere there 

is foot patrol, an individual is unlikely to conunit a crime unless he 

knows the officer's location. Even if the patrol officer sees the 

crime take place, the burden of equipment and fatigue may preclude 

criminal apprehension.
l 
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One aspect of foot patrol which is seldom discussed is the 

possible use of the foot patrol force in investigations after a crime 

has taken place. An of fic,.:lr' s knowledge of the beat may allow him to 

go directly to the criminal or his associates after a crime has been 

2 
committed. 

The automobile, on the other hand, can be dispatched, is fast, 

3 
and is reasonably maneuverable in streets and alleys. Despite these 

characteristics there exists some debate as to the effectiveness of 

making arrests while on patrol. Automobiles limit observations and 
4 

the length of time for perceiving and reacting to problems. The most 

valuable characteristic of the automobile appears to be its ability 

to respond quickly to dispatched calls. Even here, though, there js some 
5 

d:l.sagrcemer~t as to the impact of vehicle p.atrol upon apprehension. 

Data from the Los Angeles Police Dep~rtment show that the 

apprehension rates of radio-dispatched cars double when their movements 

are co-orciinated with helicopters. This is attributed to the low 

aVCl:ag~ response time of 1.5 minutes. A similar effort by the Los 

Angeles County Sheriff's Department, Project Sky Knight, has resulted 

in an average response time ~f 2 minutes. 6 A conclusion made on the 

Project Sky Night study is that helicopter patrol is justified only if 

a lax-ge geographical area is patrolled and the number of called-for 

police services is high. 7 Improved apprehension rates are also reported 

by the Memphis Police Department8 through the co-ordinated use of vehicles 

and helicopters. 

Helicopters have been found to be useful in detecting some 

misdemeanors, such as break-ins and ~~ndalism. 9 In many states, though, 

the ground unit cannot make arrests on information received from the 

___ i-
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helicopter unit; the offense must be committed in the presense of the 

arresting officer. This means that the ground unit, to make an arrest, 

10 
must arrive at the scene while the misdemeanor is in progress. 

Although the motor scooter is believed by many to contribute to 

11 
a high apprehension rate, there is no evidence to support this. Although 

faster and less fatiguing than foot patrol, apprehensions by scooter 

patrol officers do not appea~ to be higher than those on foot patrol. 

In some departments, patrol on bicycles is thought to improve 

the apprehension of burglars. Baltimore claims that the bicycle patrol 

is a success due to its maneuverability through alleys and its virtually 
12 

silent operation. The Long Beach Police Department finds bicycle patrol 

to be effective in small geographic areas with high crime rates. 13 

In sum, certain modes of patrol have been found to contribute 

significantly to apprehension: bicycles have been instrumental in arrests 

for burglary, helicopters for break-ins and vandalism, and motor scooters 

for auto theft. However, such evidence indicates that these modes are 

used more as a selective enforcement tool in specialized patrol than as a 

general apprehension device in preventive patrol. As far as the other 

modes are concerned, tl)ey do not appear to contribute significantly to 

apprehensions except in those cases where they are dispatched to a crime 

scene. 

2. Effec~s Upon Prevention 

Foot patrol, generally, is not considered to be practical 

for city-wide crilne prevention as it would be too expensive; a patrol 

14 officer would have to be assigned " ... to every block." It is found to 

be effective in certain areas, however, such as neighborhoods with a 

high-rate of "sidewalk" crimes, high density residential areas 'where 

~I 
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15 
ve.ldcle acceDS is difficult, and congested business areas. Although 

foot pacrol docs seem to prevent crime in the areas being patrolled, 

lJdj ncc.nt areDS not bc:!.ng patrolled often experience crime increases. 

Foot patrol, it seems, often displaces crime from one area to another with 

no overall reduction in crime. 

]6 17 1 18 d b' I 19 Au tomob:lJ.es,· motor scooters, motorcyc es, an l.cyc es 

arc· copl)1)lcl of covering a larger area with faster speed than foot patrol; 

therefore, they offer greater visibility. Also, the bicycle and the 

motor scooLer have a certain degree of versatility in that the rider can 

occnulonalJy dismount Dnd walk. Despite the increased visibility and 

vcrHotility offcred, some observers suggest that certain vehicle patrol is more 

20 
cff('eLJvt> 1n selC'ctive enforcement than in preventive patrol. The 

UU0 of Lh0 mOLorcyc].c is restricted primarily to traffic; it is said to 

'21 
11nve n trcrnQndous p~ychological effect in suppressing speed on the roads. 

WI.Wli'.lnr,l on, n. G. I finds the moto1~ scooter espeC'.ially effective in pre-

22 "pnli,ng chc>ft: from automobiles. Lakeland, Florida, and Baltimore, 

Hnl'ylnnd, HttrlbutC' the 'reduction of nighttime burglaries and thefts to 

tlw h teyd('. 23 Yet Long Beach, Call.£ornia, has tried the bicycle as a 

prpv0ntiv0 m0UHurC' against doytime strongarm robberies and purse-snatchings, 

2L, 
hut tHIS found 1t to be more effective in apprehension. 

Although Project Sky Knight and ARGUS have rel'orted a reduction 

In t'r lmG in L1w:tr proj ec t areas, obsal'vers of the Sky Knight Proj ect 

StlggPHt t hn t hl'l:l.coplt'r pa trol be directed towards specific crimes rather 

. 25 t.\wn jUHt ot'bldng nt"ouneI patrol nre8S. Other findings show that 

hC'11copl0f paLrol has reduced vandalism to city and school property to the 

l'xtt'nt that it has nlmost paid for. itself. The helicopter :Ls equally 
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adept in detecting certain criminal activities as daylight burglaries, 

. 26 rooftop burglaries, robberies, riots, and speed1ng motorists. Much 

of this is attributed to its observational range. 27 Additionally, the 

28 
helicopter can view some otherwise inaccessible areas. 

Observers of various patrol modes tend to agree that the auto-

mobile and the motor scooter are the most practical means of preventive 

patrol, although their actui:ll value is not really known. 

3. Economy 

Transportation costs are second only to manpower costs in 

police department budgets. Police officials attempt to use the cheapest 

forms of transportation which will allow certain levels of service to be 

provided; that is, the most cost-effective patrol mode is desired. 

The commonly held belief is that the automobile is more cost-

effective than foat patrol. On account of its limited coverage and 

effectiveness, foot patrol is the least cost-effective and is recommended 

only in areas where it is absolutely necessary and only during hours of 

29 
actual need. Also expensive is the motorcycle, since it costs about as 

I 1 1 · . d 30 much to buy and maintain as an automobile, yet us muc 1 more . l.l)1~ta use. 

In cities where the motor scooter has been tested (New York, 

Washington, D.C., and Detroit), the claim is made that this type of patrol 

has the advantages of both foot and automobile patrol, yet costs considerably 

31 less than each. 

The helicopter is expensive, but proponents claim that utilizing 

it for patrol permits replacement of 2 to 6 ground units and their 

·32 personnel. 

J 
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Safetz 

Injuries to officers and damage to equipment result in 

increased costs, reduced officer morale and performance, and loss of patrol 

units. Regardless of the pattern of patrol selected, police officials 

t nl ely concerned with minimizing injuries and damages. (It.'C ex :1;", n , 

The 2-whcclcd motorcycle is perhaps the most dangerous vehicle; 

33 injuries associated with its use are often serious and permanent. 

The motor scooter at speeds above 30 mph is perhaps as dangerous as the 

motorcycle. Tn Washington, D.C., the maximum speed permitted on a 

motor scooter is 15 mph. Other dangers include the lack of visibility 

when tlw motor scooter j.s alongside a lane of parked vehicles. 

The automobile is far safer than either the 2 and 3-wheel 

34 ] 1 t t; rs 'ltl10Ugl1 the4 r use is very limited IllotoJ"eyc ... (.'8 ont 1Il0 'Ot' seoo"e. n ... 

ond 8en0rnl conclusions cannot be made, the helicopter's accident rate 

app(,[l1~H to bt' lowm: thDn the automobile's. 35 

5. .9E1,~~l}}m it y Rc ]. a t :1.0 e s 

Tlw mode of pnt·l."ol has been found to affect community 

1~(')1 t : OlUl. 'I I 1.'01:1 .. c. c· clfficials tend to consider foot patrol as offering 

. 36 
til(' most Pc"rHonnl contact, therefore improvj.ng community relatl.ons. 

'1'lds conclus :Lon mny not be warranted, as foot patrol in some neighborhoods 

:37 38 11 t "tile l·es-ld'"'l'ts PatYol by motor scooter and I1\[lY nctun. y an'tl!:',mnzc! .. ,,' ..... ~. . 

39 
bicy~10 nr0 thought to hnvQ the same effect as foot patrol. 

Motorcycle officers may actually detract from community 

relations, pnrticulnrly if they are in traffic enforcement and spend 

til(' majod,ty of their time giving traffic tickets. Also, motorcycle 

officers oftcn affcct D certnin elitism w~ich may antagonize the 

• 
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Citizens' reactions to Project Sky Knight were assessed through 

a mailed questionnaire to all Lakewood, California, residents. The 

County Sheriff received a 32% return, as compared with a normal mail 

survey return of 2%, with the following results: 92% approved continuation 

of helicopter patrol, 6% disapproved, and 2% had no opinion.41 

6. Conclusions Concerning Mode of Patrol! 

Since August Vollmer first introduced patrol vehicles into 

Berkeley, California, in 1912, police officials have been experimenting 

42 
with new and different modes of transportation. Although considerable 

resources are being invested in the acquisition and maintenance of vehicles 

and the training of officers, few studies have been undertaken to determine 

the effectiveness of different modl.'?s. In those cases, however, when a 

study dealing with a new mode has been conducted, police departments 

often use it to justify acquisition of such vehicles, even though ~fidir 

overall effectiveness has not been proven. There is rarely any question-

ing of findings or attempts to ascertain suitability in terms of depart-

mental differences. 

Studies of new patrol modes usually show them to be more cost 
43 

effective than the ones they replaced. However, few valid data are 

offered which measure effectiveness, safety, economy, and impact upon 

community relations. Questions which are seldom addressed eleal with 

officer training and selection and the availability of auxiliary equipment. 

One recent study which deserves particular attention~ if for 

no other reason than many police agencies use it as justification for the 

purchase of a helicopter, is Project Sky Knight. The evaluation of this 

project appeared to be quite candid in that it pointed out a number of 

problems, including: (1) lack of coordination and understanding at the 

, 
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command level; I (2 \ technl.'cal difficulties with the equipment; (3) 

i d d 1 manuals prior to the actual failure to develop train ng ~n proce ura 

,n.nd (4) threat ~f community rejection of the project before op<.>r,n:tol1s: 

1.tf.1 OnGct;, A study recommendation is that any police agency contemplating 

thin usc of helicopter patrol should design patrol strategies to meet its 

d d 44 Another evaluation noted that own particular environment an nee s. 

tile stf.lt:1.st:l.cul dat~a which $uggest<!d crime reduction should be questioned, 

013 t\1(.;1.Y Olay nor:. have resulted from the helicopter patrol. The extent 

to wld.ell the hel:Lcoptcr patrol reduced total crime, the extent to which 

the>. pntrol forced a sh:l.ft 1n the location of criminal activities, and 

til(' ('xtont to which other factors played a part in crime reduction are 
115 

unkno\.;rn. 

In slim, a few substantj.al conclusions can be made which will 

Did police officials in selecting patrol modes. However, most of these 

conC'lt.w:f.Ot1B Ul:C. twsed upon criteriD other than patrol effectiveness, 

1 r d 0 Y When aj)l)rehension and prevention are the SUGt 08 sn .. cty an ceon m , 

cr1lrriD to be used in the selection of patrol modes, very little can 

bo said olhcr tllan to refer to the observations and opinions of others. 

Al t1011g 1 BCOO 'ere may ~ ~ '" . lit ll"lve. ~l I)Crv"nt::ive effect, bicycles an apprehension 

f CC 1 11t)l:i.cOl)ter. D prcve.nt:LvQ effect, the available information ('. . .:c'c.t, lUI ( " 

ll('l' IJO dOCH not \'.riHt'an t any mossive po trol mode s·hift. 

n, On~. VB 'l\.;ro-Officer Cars -----,-

Over the past 20-years, there has been considerable debate among 

pol:1 (.'(~ oHit'1.n1s concer.ning the, reIn tive effectiveness of land 2-officer 

pnt:n11 cot's. ,[t apptHll.'S thnt most departments are moving from the 2-

ofCi~Qr cnr to the 1-offic0r car. 46 Con~erning the issue of the relative 

, 
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economy of the alternative transportation modes, there are two opposing 

views. (1) Supporters of the I-officer car argue that the extra cost 

of automobiles required to obtain a I-officer patrol car force is far 

below the benefits of the increased preventive patroI.~7 And (2) Opponents 

of the I-officer patrol car un1.'t say the extra t' , 
cos s 1.n equl.pment, 

maintenance, and dispatcher services are greater than the benefits. L,8 

A logical extension of the I-officer car system has been the implementation 

of the take-home car policy by some departments. The added cost 1s 

asserted to be more than offset by increases in patrol time.49 
None of 

these basic economic questions have been satisfactorily resolved. 

The issues below of prevention, apprehenSion, and safety are even more 

complex. 

1. Prevention 

The majority opinion is that the I-officer unit is the 

more ~ffective in the preventio!1 of ' crl.me. The two reasons cited are: 

(1) increased visibility for I-officer cars when the 2-officer beat 

50 has been split in half, allowing for twice as much coverage; and 

(2) greater interceptor capability or Observational power for two 

I-officer units than for one 2-0~ficer unit. 51 
Others, however, 

question the entire nature of the impact of visibility on prevention. 52 

Also, some question whether the I-officer unit is as attentive to 

activities around the vehicle as is the 2-officer unit. 53 Although 

quantitative data is lacking, proponents of the take-home car have 

claimed that it provides increased omnipresence of police Or visibiltiy 

on account of its more frequent use (for personal activities and for 

drives to and from work).54 

L~ •••••••••• _______ • __ ...I.( __ _ 

------~-----------
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2. ~prehef)sion 

There arc two basic views. One argues that no deter-

55 mination hos been mode as to the superiority of either unit. The 

56 
othet;' m:,f,ucs thot the l-oUlcer unit has a higher apprehension rate. 

Those supporting the latter argument assume that I-officer 

units will reduce response time, as the additional units mean smaller 

beaL arCDS to cover. Also it is assumed that the single officer is 
57 

fat mote alert than he would be with a partner. Although this is 

ccuntcl'ml by thQ argument that, without 2-officers, situations are often 

58 oVQrlookcd. The Dcgument for take-home cars is the increased 

nvn:LlabU:lty of odd:i.t:!.orH11 c.ars fo'r more timely response; this, however, 

npplj,0s to only emergency calls for service. 59 

3. Safety 

The available data suggest that there are no appreciable 

difforooccs between the two systcms. 60 Yet there are indications that 

organizational precautions compensate for the reduced manpower in the 

l-of f),c('r em"s. D).spa tchcrs, screentng the calls, assj.gn the more 

dong0rouH on~H to 2-officer units or provide back-up units for I-officer 

co~s.61 Gcttoin regulations have been formulated in most departments 

fat tho prOlcrtion of the l-officer unit. For example, before leaving 

lilt' vt'htc10, ho must HotHy the disp<1tcher of his location and he must 

6~ 
n0Vl'r trHl,\sp01~l. n pr:Lsoncr alone. 

Conclusions Concerning I-Officer vs 2-0fficer Cars 

Huch of the literuturc is descriptive, many of the 

ottcmpts to make stotistically valid statements arc weak. FBI statistics, 

,ror cXDmple. on police officers killed by criminals were used as the 

basis for th0 argument that no appreciable differences exist between the 

• 
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63 
two systems. Yet the statistics were in the form of absolute numbers, 

giving no indication of the percentages of the patrol force that was 

1 and 2-officer. In another case, data from Wichita, Kansas City, and 

San Diego were used to demonstt'ate the inc.reased productivity (arrests, 

64 citations, field interrogations) and visibility for I-officer cars. 

Special training and the screening of calls were not accounted for in 

these experiments. 

In another city, the relative observation capability was 

tested for three 2-officer and six I-officer units in the same district 

by simulating four types of "t;'l'rgets fl (open doors, break-ins, stolen 

cars, and wanted men) of which the observations or "hits" were recorded 

during a one-hour test. By using the Nann-Nhitney U Test to compare the 

sign1f:!.cance of the difference between the numbe1: of hits made by the 

2-officer cars to that made by all possible coniliinations of i-officer 

cars, it was determined that there is probability of .58 that two 1-

65 
officer units will al\.mys out perform one 2-of:ficer unit. This 

conclusion, however, is questionable due to the small size of the sample 

and t~e Short term nature of the experiment itself. 

Furthermore, the Indianapolis experiment with take-home police 

cars, although claiming a number of benefits from such a policy, has 

no evidence to support such assertions. In view of the substantial cost 

differences between this and alternative deployment policies, it is 

recommended that a comprehensive program of controlled test Bnd 

66 evaluation be undertaken. 
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SUPERVISION OF PATROL OFFICERS 

Regardless of the patrol patterns and modes adopted, individual 

patrol officers require supervision. It is believed that supervision is 

required to assure that: (1) organizational objectives are met 

efficiently and (2) the extraordinary powers of the individual patrol 

officer are not misused. Because patrol officers typically spend a 

large percentage of their time either alone or with a trusted partner, 

and are often unaccounted for, various approaches have been proposed 

and developed for the purpose of providing effective supervision. 

The actual purposes of supervision are not always well-defined 

or expressed; supervision can, for example, serve to encourage more 

alert patrol, increase responsiveness, improve community relations, 

and inhibit corruption. ,The issue of ~upervising patrol officers is 

d:l.scussed here from three points of view: first, the problems and 

pJ:ocedures associated with first-line supervision of the uniformed 

officer on patrol; second, the relationship between supervision and 

the corruption of patrol officers; and third, the problems which 

make supervision of patrol officers an inherently difficult task. 

A. First-L:f.ne Supervision of Patrol Officers 

Patrol officers are usually supervised through a well-defined 

bureaucratic structure. Direct line supervision is generally considered 

the best way to guide and correct behavior, with each patrol officer 

placed directly under the supervision of a particular supervisor. All 

1 patrol officers are not answerable to all sergeants. (This rule may 

be broken in emergency situations where ranking officers move into a 

beat area that is not their iniUal assignment.) Where officers patrol 
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alone, one suggested officer-sergeant ratio is 8:1; where officers 
2 

patrol in pairs, the suggested ratio 6:1. 

Another approach considers the additional deployment of 

higher ranking officers a rather drastic departure from the traditional 

system. Though limited in scope, a significant experiment was conducted 

for 6 to 9 months in 1953 by the New York City Police Department --

called "Operation 25." The unusual feature is the supervision of rookies 

by captains as well as sergeants. The captains, patrolling the areas in 

roadio-equipped scout cars, responded to various calls where they interviewed 

the officers on the scene, questioning them about the circumstances 

of the crime and the reasons for the action taken. 3 Unfortunately, 

the experiment involved rookies rather than tenured officers with 

conclusions drawn in terms of crime reduction rather than behavior 

modification. 

1. Observation and Review 

The incentives and disincentives to which a patrol 

officer is generally most responsible are those imposed by the first-

line supervisor who is usually a sergeant or corporal. As the rank 

closest to patrolman, he is often considered to have the most control 

of the process which either rewards the officer (e.g.~ high ratings 

and advancement) or punishes him (€:. g., low ratings and no advancement). 4 

In assessing patrol officer performance, the first line supervisor 

relies both on his direct observation of officers' behavior and his 
5 

review of their written reports. 

There are two types of observation: (1) Overt, in which the 

supervisor responds to officers' calls or patrols with them; and 

(2) Covert, where the supervisor observes officers from places of con-

• 
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cealment or questions citizens concerning police actions, Regarding 

the efficacy of either approach we note the following. On the one hand, 

some believe that the mere presence of supervisory personnel in the 

b '1' 6 field has a significant effect on officer performance and accounta 1 1ty. 

On the other hand, some argue that what amounts to little more than 

casual observation leads to subjective and arbitrary conclusions 

7 
regarding individual officer performance, 

The review of reports prepared by the patrol officer is critical 

to the supervisory process. Both the patrol officer and his supervisor 

know that these reports are used to evaluate overall departmental 

effectiveness and that they form the basis for the development and 

justification of policy. A typical set of reports which must be completed 

by a patrol officer include: (1) Daily Log (brief, concise record of 

an officer's tour of duty); (2) Field Contact Report (record of 

information concerning the activities of persons interrogated and vehicles 

stopped); (3) Traffic Enforcement Citation (traffic ticket); 

(4) Vice Control Report (record of information about vice activities); 

(5) Incident Report (documentation of' minor noncrime incidents or 

violations of municipal codes); (6) Case Report (documentation 

of any situation involving law violations); and (7) Arrest Report 
8 

(documentation of any arrest). Departments are constantly seeking 

improved methods of reporting. One reason for this is to reduce the 

amount of time spent by patrol officers in completing reports, the 

assumption being that time not spent filling out forms is used to 

patrol. A second reason for wanting to develop new methods of 

reporting is to assure that certain administrative needs are met, 

including more effective allocation of existing manpower, the justification 

9 
of existing programs, and the satisfaction of grant conditions. 
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the type of reporting method used for super
The importance of 

t he Los Angeles County Sheriff's 
vision was shown in an experiment in 

Department. 
lli out daily activity logs, deputy 

As a substitute for fi ng 

i completed with an e1ectrographic pencil 
sheriffs checked activit es 

on IBM cards. 
These cards were then run through light-sensitive 

d d h activities which had been completed. 
scanners which read and recor e t e 

Reporting System was supposed to have resulted in 
The Mark Sense 

detailed information 
faster and more accurate statistical reports, more 

f t ffic analysis on a daily 
on radio car activity, and information or ra 

supposed to be cheaper than tabulating dat 
basis. Also, the system was 

from the old daily logs. 
While the second objective of economy was met, 

the first of improved reporting was not. 
The project was abandoned after 

Since there had been no training program for sergeants and 
one year. 

;nter'pretation of data, 'they derive.d from it less 
administrators in the ... 

information than they had previously. 
Procedures for the use of the 

been well-established with both patrolmen and 
old daily log system had 

d d d Id be interpreted. 
supervisors understanding how the recor e ata wou 

f · d misunderstandings 
1 d 1 to Considerable con USl-on an The new system e on y 

10 
on the part of supervisory and administrative personnel. 

2. Supervisory Discretion 

, act;vities and reviews of Observations of subordinates ... 

form the basis on which patrol offlcers are either 
their reports 

. promotional recommendations, 
"rewarded" -- given high performance ratl-ngs, 

d' or "punished" -- gi:v. en 
preferred assignments, and recommen atl-ons --

poor ~atings, undesirable a~fsignments,. or perhaps suspended. 

considerable discretion in reviewing his subordinates' 
The supervisor has 

11 
work . 
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The Los Angeles Police Department instituted an "incident 

report" on which a sergeant would record all activities, favorable 

and unfavorable, of officers under his command. This practice, however, 

was discontinued when the reports were discovered to be solely 

ne.gative. This was then replaced by the sergeant's daily log (a 

chronological account of the sergeant's daily activities) from which 

an officer's performance is derived; the results were higher performance 

. 12 
ratings for patrol offl-cers. Departments throughout the country 

are searching for objective systems of rating in which bias will not 

be reflected. 

Aside from giving pOQr performance ratings to offi.cers, which 

reduce chances for promotion and often result in assignment to undesirable 

duties, supervisors may take further action and refer allegedly serious 

infractions to higher officials or the internal review board. 

Supervisors also have to evaluate information obtained from 

other sources, such as citizen complaints or reports from othex police 
14 . 

officers. This is an extremely difficult supervisory function, as 

the supervisor does not have first-hand knowledge of the incident 

in question. The incident may have been the result of either a 

radio-dispatched or an officer-initiated run. The officer may, in fact, 

have successfully handled a situation informally ~Yithout completing a 

14 
report. 

Various attempts have been made to increase the sources of 

information available to the patrol supervisor; these often take the 

form of soliciting active citizen participation. The Oakland, California, 

Police Department mailed in December, 1965, and January, 1966, bulletins 

to religious and civic organizations which requested that any complaints 
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against the police be filed. The procedures for making these complaints 

were described in detail, and the increased filing of complaints began 

immediately. The result of this was that the Oakland Police Department's 

Internal Affairs Division investigated as many as 408 citizen-initiated 

15 
complaints in 1966, judging 115 of them as valid. Yet without the 

data for 1965, these findings are inconclusive. 

Ano~her approach used to improve the information which 

is available to supervisors is the Civiliam Review Board, such has 

been attempted in Philadelphia, New York City, Rochester, and Washington, 

D.C. Civiliam Review Boards have the responsibility to adjudicate citizen 

complaints by either dismissing them as groundless or by recommending 

them for departmental discipline.
16 

Effectiveness of this form of 

supervision depends upon the accessibility of the review process to the 

public and the ability of the department to act on the Board's recommen-

dations. 

A generally accepted opinion is that the present supervisory 

practices allow serious infractions by police officers to go unpunished. 

Some attribute this tl) rigid and over-protective civil service 

1 i 17 d h f 1 I' , 18 regu at ons an ot ers to power u po ~ce un~ons. Also, there is a 

tendency for officers to insulate each other from what is perceived to 
19 

be unwarranted outside pressures. 

One approach to the problem of supervision which has been 

proposed, though never attempted in this country. is the appointment of 

an ombudsman who has the responsibility and power to conduct investigations 

of individual grievances. This is thought to be one way to eliminate 

the questionable administrative policies which lead to inequitable, arbitrary, 

and protective supervisory practices. 20 
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Various approaches are made to discipline patrol officers 

for minor infractions, one being assigning officers with poor records 

to high crime precincts. In one department which used this approach, 

however, 38% of black and 46% of white officers were involved in at 

least one of the serious violations of drinking and sleeping while 

on duty, neglect of duty by unauthorized time away from duty for 

other than police matters, and falsification of information concerning 

21 
police matters. 

Another method of supervision and discipline is to provide 

for rotation of beats and partners. Frequent rotations, some argue, 

have a dual purpose: (1) patrol improves because the officers are 

more alert and do not waste time with their partners; and (2) 

corruption dec.lines as the officers do not have control of the beat and 

22 
do not have strong ties with their partners. Opponents of be.at 

rotation argue that patrol effectiveness declines since officers do 

23 
not have the requisite knowledge of their beat. 

Many departments, to maintain control, require that officers call 

in at scheduled times to either the dispatcher or their supervisor. 

This is facilitated by the assignment of portable radios to all officers.
24 

With two-way radios, constant contact can be accomplished. 

In sum, current supervisory practices are subject to bias and 

misuse. Some of these approaches were challenged in a recent eJcperiment, 

the Community Profile Development Project, which was conducted in the 

Northern Division of the San Diego Police Department. From November, 

1973, to September, 1975, staff conferences were held as an alternative 

to the traditional quasi-military roll-call. Opinions and attitudes of 

the patrol officers were received by first-line supervisors and dissem-
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eminated upward throughout the command structure. From these open 

discussions of the area's problems and possible patr.ol strategies, more 

effective administrative policies \-Jere formulated. Some of these 

policies concerned how the first-line supervisor assesses his subordinates' 

performance. Rather than conducting a day-to-day evaluation of the 

standard measures of officer productivity, as obtained through obser-

vation of officers' activities and reviews of their reports, supervisors 

made an on-going evaluation focusing on the relationship between the 

quality of officers' patrol work and the beat conditions. The findings 

were that the experiment led to increased squad communication and 

coordination, more suitable and reliable performance evaluations by 
25 

supervisors, and increased work motivation. 

3. Conclusions Concerning Supervision Practices 

Most of the literature is descriptive. The supervisory 

changes which have been documented in a general sense have not been 

formally evaluated, so it is not possible to state with any reliability 

what, in fac~ each accomplished. Specific methodological shortcomings 

are seen in the Los Angeles PoliC'.e Department's lISergeant' s Daily 

Log and New York City's "Operation 25" in that they were not evaluated. 

It appears that the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department's "Mark 

Sense Reporting System" was improperly implemented. San Diego's 

"Community Profile Development Project" is currently being evaluated. 

In sum, the impact of attempts to remove the biases of 

TMny current supervisory practices while maintaining effective control 

is not known. 

One additional point must be made. Until now, we have 

primarily focused on the general belief that better supervision leads to 

\1 
Ii 
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better officer performance as measured by individual officer performance 

ratings, reports, "quota" realization, citizen complaints, and the like. 

It has also been assumed that better individual officer performance 

contributes to better overall performance of the department in terms of 

the 5 basic objectives of patrol: deterrence, appr.ehension, provision 

of non-crime related services, provision of a f<!lt security and 

community satisfaction, and the recovery of stolen goodG. However, 

the literature reviewed does not discuss any well-executed attempts to 

test and validate empirically the relative merits of alternative 

supervisory practices vis-a-vis the attainment of these objectives 

by patrol divisions. The literature relates changes in supervisory 

practices to changes in individual performance, but it cloes not go on to 

relate changes in practices and performance to chang8s in level of 

primary goal attainment. As a result, little is known about the 

relationship and little can be said, therefore, about the overall 

merit of alternative patrol supervisory practices. 

B. Corruption of Patrol Officers 

Corruption of patrol officers is considered to be one of 

the most cirtical problems confronting police officials. There is virtually 

universal consensus that corruption is destructive to all aspects of 

patrol operations: apprehension and deterrence efforts suffer due to 

pay offs; the morale of uncorrupt officers may be damaged by their 

perceptions of corruption around them; the status of police work is 

degraded; and citizen respect for and cooperation ,,,ith police officers 

is diminished. Also, visible or pervasive corruption is thought to 

place senior police officials in extremely precarious positions: more 

L~ __ 
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police chiefs have been fired or scandalized as a result of the detected 

corruption of patrol officers than by perceived rapid increases in 

crime. 
26 

1. Nature and Extent of Corruption Among Patrol Officers 

The total amount and exact nature of patrol officer 

corruption has never been determined; however, impressionistic evidence 

drawn mainly from investigations of police scandals, sugg~~ts that the 

problem is' widespread. For example, the Knapp Commission found 

extensive corruption in the New York C' . t P Ii ~ y 0 ce Department. Its final 

report states that a rookie coming on to the force faces a situation 

, 

in which "it is easier for him to become 27 corrupt than to remain honest." 

Field studies conducted by the President's Commission on Law Enforcement 

and the Administration of Justice present a similar picture. They reveal 

that in numerous departments across the country a significant number 

of officers are engaged in criminal activities. 28 

These recent official findings have been confirmed by independent 

scholars and journalists. One in-depth study of a large urban depart-

ment concluded that the pressure on patrol officers is such that "they 

know that the only way a policeman can be honest in the exacting way 

required by bis oath of office is to reSign.,,29 Another highly 

regarded study of four big city departments f ound that "during any year 

a substantial minority of all police patrol officers violate the 

criminal 1 ,,30 aw ... Finally, it has been estimated that approximately 

one-half the take from illegal gambling in the United States goes for 

bribes to law enforcement officiais. If the estimate is at all accurate, 

the figure could easily exceed the total wages paid to all police officers 
31 in the country. In short, although precise evidence is lacking, 

[" II 
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corruption is widely perceived to be a serious and sometimes overriding 

problem in patrol operations. 

2. Problems in Studying Corruption of Patrol Officers 

The unfortunate quality of current knowledge about 

corruption is primarily a function of two related problems: a lack of 

consensus on its operational meaning, and the absence of adequate 

research tech~iques to investigate it. 

Discussions of corruption frequently fail to define its various 

levels and dimensions, and often treat it in concert with other types 

of police deviance such as brutality and incivility. It is important 

to distinguish corruption from other types of misconduct. The rationale 

behind them is normally quite different. For example, brutality is 

usu&lly a form of emotional outlet, while corruption is more often an 

instrumental activity motivated by a desire for financial gain. While 

they may frequently be found to coexist, there is no necessary analytical 

reason why one shouhlinvolve the other. A patrol officer, or a department, 

can be corrupt without being brutal and visa versa. 

Corruption is a multifacited phenomenon which encompasses 

activities ran["ing from accepting a free cup of coffee or a discount on 

a meal, to active involvement in narcotics traffic and premeditated 

theft. Yet there is a distinct tendency, especially common in the media, 

to treat it as if it were all of one piece. Any and all transgressions 

of the strict legal and ethical standards governing police work are cited 

as evidence of corruption per se~ and on this basis a patrol officer or 

even an entire department may be indelibly labelled as corrupt. It is, 

of course, true that the police occupy a unique place in society and are 

quite properly held to rather rigid standards of conduct; however, 
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while simple comparisons of reality with an abstract ideal may provide 

the impetus for action, they offer rather little guidance concerning 

which course to follow in coping with the problem. 

Patrol officers themselves recognize the existence of various 

types and levels of corruption when they speak, for instance, of the 

difference between being "on the arm" and "on the pad," and their 

lead might well be followed. There is a need to know: not only why 

some officers go bad while others remain clean, but why some become 

much more corrupt than others; not only that corruption is widespread, 

but how and why does it vary from department to department; and not 

only that many officers are corrupt, but whether any of them ever 

reform and if so for what reasons. Only in the most superficial 

sense is corruption a black and white issue and we treat it ds such 

to the detriment of our. understanding of the problen, and our ability 

to control and, hopefully, eliminate it. 

The second difficulty involved in studying corruption is 

substantially less tractable than the first. Most standard social 

science methods do not lend themselves very well to the examination 

of illicit activities. As a result, investigators have been forced 

to rely primarily on informers for their data and, unfortunately, 

it is terribly difficult to validate information obtained from such 

sources. Informers must be taken more or less as they are found and 

their personal stake. in the matter at hand. Even the most open and 

apparently honest informer can have trouble providing an accurate 

picture of activities ranging beyond those in which he is or was 
32 

directly involved. 

Despite the problems entailed in using informers, rather few 

.e 
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alternative methods have been tried. Reiss and his associates found a 

seemingly substantial amount of illegal activity in their structured 

observatiol'.3 of patrol officers at work. However, it is extremely hard 

to imagine how open observation could unearth more than a fraction of 

existing corrupt activity.33 Another scholar has bodly suggested that 

it is not all that difficult to discover police corruption. He points 

out that if corruption is widespread, then awareness of it must, of 
34 

necessity, also be widespread. There is, no doubt, some truth to 

his comment, but to be useful , investigations of corrupiion must move 

beyond its mere discovery to an examination of its character, incidence, 

and changing complexion over time. Only with thjs level of specificity 

can the success of efforts to cope with the problem be evaluated. 

The development of techniques for studying corruption is an 

immensely dif£icu.lt task which is much in need of creative work. As 

with so many aspects of patrol) research is currently hampered by the 

lack of a clear-cut definition of the problem, and valid, cost-effective 

means for measuring its impact. Until these difficulties have ~een 

surmounted, discussions of the subject will, of necessity, remain at 

an impressionistic and largely subjective level. 

3. Causes of Patrol Officer C,orruption: Prevailing Theories 

The difficulties involved in defining and measuring 

corruption, great as they are, have not led to any noticable reluctance 

in identifying its causes. The literature contains a lengthy and some

times contradictory list of factors which supposid1y contribute to 

police corruption. 

The traditional approach to the issue focuses on the individual 

origins of illegal activities. It views corruption in terms of the 

I 
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personal and moral deficiencies of the officers involved. The problem 
. 

is seen as an individual responsibility which does not necessarily 

reflect on the. department as a whole. This so-called "rotten apple" 

theory appears in numerous texts on police work and has been a partic-

uler fovorite of police administrators in responding to allegations 

35 of corruption. Former Commissioner Murphy resorted to it frequently 

f h C i ' 36 
:f.n attempting to answer the charges 0 t e Knapp omm SSlon. 

In essence, it allows the police to explain to the public and to 

themseJ.ves the persistence of a condition w11ich they feel incapable 

of: controlling. 

In recent years the "rotten apple" theory has been· 

subjected to ~l great deal of criticism. The Knapp Commission explicitly 

rejected :I.t, an infl.uentia1 scholar term"ed it a "plausible half-truth," 

and a well known police chief observed that recent research has exploded 

the myth of the rotten app1e. 37 Indeed, the theory has gone from 

being an explanation to being frequently identified as part of the 

problem. The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Goals 

and St<lndards stated that the most important factor contributing 

to con:uption :l.s the general attitude which resists acknowledging 

the extent of its existence and inhibits the self examination necessary 
38 

to alter the conditions which permit it to flourish. 

This is a rather harsh indictment of a theory which 

contnins at least a kernal of truth. Certainly, individual factors 

sucll as avarice <lnd moral character need to be considered in explaining 

cQrruption; ho\vcvet:, in recent years, a new and partially conflicting 

theory hns emerged which stresses the importance of social context 

DS 0 cDusal influence on corruption. 
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In its most gerlera! form, this approach views c.orruption of 

patrol officers as a natural consequence of society's demands for illegal 

services. It has often been observed that crime is very much an American 

39 
way of life and that since the police do not function in a vacuum 

there is really little wrong with law enforcement that is not also 

40 
wrong with society as a whole. This observation, while doubtlessly 

true, is not terribly helpful to a police administrator trying to 

run a clean force. 

On a more specific and useful level this approach concentrates 

on the importance of corruption-oriented cliques in supporting and 

fostering illegal activities. Corrupt subcultures are thought to 

develop from a disjunction between the personal goals sought by patrol 

officers (e.g., financial rewards, job satisfaction, status, and 

prestige) and the availability of adequate, legitimate means (e.g., 

promotions, pay raises, etc.) for their realization. The blockage 

of legitimate access to valued goals, coupled with oft-noted feelings 

of alienation and isolation from the community at large, leads to the 

exploration of other routes and for the patrol officers, these are 

41 
not at all difficult to find. Opportunities for corruption are 

literally thrust upon them. 

Opportunity in combiuation with motivation leads to corruption 

and a subculture develops, almost naturally, around the norms and 

rationalizations used to legitimate clearly illicit behavior. Subcultures 

serve to justify corrupt activities, protect thej~ members from 

discovery and, perhaps most damaging of all, act as a means of intro-

ducing recruits to the potential profits of their new occupation. 

In these rather sociological terms, corruption can be viewed as a 
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process which feeds on itself until it eventually encompasses an 

entire department. Even those officers who are not directly in.volved 

1 d i its Web by their relllr:tance to expose their friends are pul e nto 

and colleagues. 

This process has been frequently elevated in the literature 
42 

f t importance in explaining corruption. to a position o' paramoun 

However, emphasis on the personal frustrations of patrol officers as 

f . d to Lie supplemented by an appreciation a cause 0 corrupt10n nee s D 

of the extreme demand~ placed on them by society. Not only are they 

held to strict ethical stanq.'ards (much stricter, it might be noted, 

mos.t '.·other occupations), but they are also than those applying to 
I 

required to perform. tasks for which they have insufficient power and 

resources, and rather ambivalent support from the communities they 

serve. 

The problem is particularly evident in attempts by uniformed 

patrol officers to police vice, a major source of police corruption. 

The obligation to enforce morals laws creates a serious dilemma for 

often Place great emphasis on vice the patrol officer. Departments 

activity as evidence of their honesty and incorruptability. However, 

it is extremely difficult for uniformed patrol officers to make vice 

arrests. Frequently they are obliged to engage in questionable and 

even illegal activities such as perjury on warrant affidavits, planting 

e.vidence, and illegal searches in order to make arrests of rather 

doubtful significance to the courts, the public, or even themselves. 

In the process, they are placed in an environment where close super

vision is difficult if not impossible and where opportunities for 

graft abound. The result is often the development of understandable 
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feelings of cynicism and alienation in an atmosphere which provides 

a ready and profitable outlet for their expression. 

It is difficult, at this point in time, to guage the 

relative explanatory powers of different theories of corruption. 

They are presently cast more in the form of speculative notions rather 

than systematic, well thought out assumptions and hypotheses. While 

.the traditional IIrotten apple" explanation places much too much 

emphasis on individual moral character and has often been used as 

much to cover-up corruption as to explain it, the sociological, 

group-oriented approach sheds little light on the crucial question of 

why some officers are corrupted while others remain clean. Indeed, 

the sociological analyses often leave one wondering how there could 

be any honest cops at all given the unhappy conditions of police work. 

Although frequently presented in the literature as con-

flicting approaches they, perhaps, best be viewed as providing two 

different levels of explanation -- one emphasizing the immediate 

causes of corruption such as individual characteristics, lax supervision 

and inadequate recruitment practices; and the other concentrating 

on latent causes such as community norms and mores, and informal police 

subcultures. At present, there is a clear need to extract from these 

two approaches, a set of explicit, testable, and policy-relevant 

hypotheses. Until this has been accomplished we must content ourselves 

with some interesting, if rather free flowing speculations on corruption, 

none of which are supported by much in the way of hard data. Future 

progress in our understanding would seem to require a more definite 

and systematic specification of the factors impacting on corruption 

and the development of means for measuring them. 
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4. Countering Patrol Officer Corruption 

The disagreement found in discussions of the causes of 

corruption does not carryover into considerations of its consequences. 

Here there is virtually universal consensus that corruption is 

destructive to all aspects of patrol.. It does tremendous damage to 

morale, brings formal rules and procedures into contempt, degrades 

the nature and status of police work, and dimishes community respect 

for and cooperation with law enforcement agencies. It also exerts 

a disturbing influence on ehe distribution of police services, and 

can place senior administrators in extremely precariou9 positions. 

Finally, it is generally recogn1~ed that corruption works like a 

cancer in police departments, even small seemingly harmless trans-

gressions can contain the seeds of a major scandal. 

Someone once said that to explain a phenomenon is to explain 

why it cannot be other than it is. The causes of corruption are so 

many and complex and its ramifications so difficult to unravel that it 

is easy to come away from an examination of the problem with a rather 

pessimistic p;ognosis concerning our ability to control and eliminate 

it. Several authorities in the field have fallen victim to this 

fatalistic frame of mind. Sayre and Kaufman in their influential study 

of politics in New York City conclude that the Police Commissioner 

eventually comes to accept the fact "that police corruption is 

endemic to his organization, and that he is fortunate if he can prevent 

43 
its reaching epidemic proportions." In a similar vein, Neiderhoffer 

has written of his conviction that "thcf:orms of graft quietly condoned 

by most policemen will prove impossible to eradicate.,,44 

These negative predictions may well prove out to be true, 
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but they offer small comfort or assistance to police administrators 

who must cope with controlling corruption, however impossible the task 

might be, nor have they dampened efforts to devise str~tegies and 

tactics for dealing with the problem. A great many proposals for change 

and reform have eminated from recent commission reports and studies 

of corruption. In summary form these include: 

1. Psychological screening of police candidates 

to weed out those most likely to engage in 

corruption45 

2. Increased emphasis on the indoctrination 

of officers in a code of ethics 46 

3. Regular surveillance and investigation 

of police behavior by an independent 

47 investigative agency 

4. Emphasis on high arrest and ticketing 

rates to reduce the prospect and suspicion 

or corruption 

5. Elimination of the common practice of 

assigning poorer officers to high crime areas 
z;.s 

where temptation is greatest 

6. Increase in salaries to reduce temptation49 

7. Creation of opportunities for laterai mobility 

between departments to ~nhance opportunities 

f 
. 50 or promotl.on 

8. Changes in .th~ laws covering victimless 

51 
crimes to remove a major source of corruption 

9. Vigorous prosecution of officers caught 
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52 
cnguging in con;'upt activities 

10. Prosecution of citizens caught offering 

53 
pribes 

11. Rotation of officer beat assignments 

and par.tners. 

While lengthy, this repr.esents only a partial list of suggested 

refor.ms. And, as is so often the case, there are benefits and drawbacks 

to cochpr.oposa1. For example, the use of an internal investigating 

agency while a potentially valuable technique for controlling 

co:n:uption, might also have serious consequences for morale. Every 

pnt~ol officer, however 110nest, is guilty of violating some departmental 

')~1I1c or reguln tion, and the spectre o.t being constantly watched and 

poss:lbly infor.med on could create an extremely hostile and apprehensive 

ntrllosphcre. J:t would also be quite costly. 

Rotation of officer beat and partner assignments could make 

it; much more difficult for officers to develop and solidify the contacts 

necessnr.y fox systcmdt:ic graft, but it would also increase the managerial 

hcodoches involved in manpower. allocation and substantially reduce the 

familiority of officers with their beats. 

In brief, the present state of our knowledge about corruption 

of: patrol officers is not sufficiently detailed and reliable to permit 

nny VCl:Y dcfird.tc. conclusions conc.erning the relative merits of various 

l.Ipprollches to dealing w:i.th the problem. Perhaps the most sensible 

proposal "'tiS l\1ade by the Nat,ional Advisory Commission on Criminal 

Justice Stnndnrds and Goals when it called for detailed studies of the 
54 

(Jeeps thu t lmve led or might lead to a reduction in police corruption. 

Cc.r.tainly, little. cnn be ac.complished in the absence of better and more 

detaile.d knowledge. 
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PATROL OFFICER CHARACTERISTICS 

The personal characteristics of the patrol officer is considered 

a significant issue in determining an individual's inherent capability to 

serve as a patrol officer and in determining the appropriate beat assign~ 

ment for the officer. In this paper, two particular issues are discussed: 

The first deals with the racial characteristics of the patrol officer. The 

second deals with the question of utilizing women as patrol officers. The 

relevance of the officer's educational background is discussed in a special 

section on pol ice professional ism. Language ski I Is are not considered here 

as virtually no information was found in the 1 iterature. 

A. Racial Minorities and Preventive Patrol 

Official governmental con~ission reports and independent studies 

have stressed the importance of recruiting and deploying more non-white patrol 
1 

officers as a means of improving community relatIons and patrol effectiveness. 

Minorities are currently under-represented, in terms of proportion of the 

total population, on virtually every department in the country. EVen the 

Washington, D.C. pol ice department, with the nation1s highest proportion of 

non-white officers, has a percentage far below the city's 70% black popula-

tion. The relative absence of non-whites in pol ice work has been viewed 

as a major factor contributing to the frequently evoked image of the pol ice 

as an al ien, occupying force in inner-city neighborhoods. 

Aside from enhancing the image of law enforcement and complying 

\oJlth equal employment regulations, it has also been suggested that increased 

use of minority officers wi 11 lead to more sensitive, acceptable, and 

effective patrol of non-white areas, and that the presence of non-white 

officers in significant numbers in a department wi 11 help to alter the 
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prejudicial attitudes of their white colleagues. 

Evidence bearing on these issues is sketchy at best and often of 

dubious qual ity. Many discussions of the sUbject seem content with the 

simple and usually unsupported assertion that non-white officers are more 

effective than whites in patroll ing non-white areas. This assertion gener-

ally serves as a prelude to more extensive and better documented considera-
2 

tions of the techniques and problems in minority recruiting. 
Unfortunately, 

studies with a more direct focus on minorities on patrol are few in number 

and present confusing and often contradictory findings. 

For example, it is commonly observed that non-white officers are 

more sympathetic to the needs and problems of non-white citizens and treat 

3 them with greater respect and dignity than their white counterparts. 
Ross i 

and his associates found evidence in support of this contention in their 

study of black patrol officers and they also noted that black officers per-

ceive less citizen hostil ity in black communities and ar~ better able than 

Whites to interpret the meaning and significance of street activity in these 4 
areas. However, other studies have discovered substantial levels of hosti I-

S ity directed tQward black officers patrol! ing in black neighborhoods and 

have reported that all officers regardless of their race attribute this 

hosti 1 ity to similar sources. It has even been suggested that, albeit on 

the basis of very 1 ittle data, that black officers are often more harsh 

than whites in pol icing black areas because of feel ings of frustration and 

moral indignation at the damagQ done by black criminals to the image of their 6 

race. One study has reported that for this reason lower income blacks some-
7 times prefer to be pol iced by white officers. 

While the available evidence on citizen reactions to black patrol 

officers is incomplete and contradictory, there is widespread agreement that 
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black officers frequently find themselves trapped in an uncomfortable posi

tion between the white community which doesn't completely accept their 

'ty which often regards author i ty as pub 1 i c off Ie i a 1 s and the i r own commun I ' 

them as "uncle toms'l who are traitors to t elr race. h · Rubin, in his study 

k ff ' to be heavily burdened by of the Miami police force, found blac 0 'Icers 8 

the publ 'lc definition of their role. this confl ict in And, if there is 

any truth to the common assertion t at h the pol ice and ghetto residents are 

h black officers are confronted with a locked in a warl ike situation, t en 
9 

virtually insolvable confl ict. 

the act ual effectiveness of black officers Even less is known about 

A study of the Phi ladelphia than about community reactions to their presence. 

h approximately three-fourths of the patrol offiPolice Department found t at 

cers bel ieved that black officers were mo~e effective than Whi~~s in black 

t · I In Fort hO',lever, their supervisors were more spec Ica . neighborhoods; ,-; 

I experimented with assigning two-man racially Worth, the department recent y 

mixed foot patrol units to ghetto beats. The resulting improvement in 

level s of enforcement activity was striking, but community satisfaction and 

t his was influenced by the racial composiit is impossible to determine how 

. 11 F'lnally, an examination of background data on New York tion of the units. 

. f' t differences between the I , off'lcers revealed very few signl Ican City po Ice 12 

performance of whites and non-whites. 

h has never been a systematic examination of the Ins ho rt, t ere 

, and non-white patrol officers, However, the relative performanc~ of white 

, suggests that on the whole officers fragmentary evidence that does eXist 

f similar tasks in a similar manner patroll ing in minority area5 per orm 

regardless of race. 

of the reason for the absence of detailed analyses At least part 

( 
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o'f the effectiveness of non-white officers may well I ie in the widely felt 

ambivalence about assigning them in disproportionate numbers to non-white 

districts. Most recommendations for the increased use of minority officers 

place considerable emphasis on their ability to better police minority areas; 

however, there is also a great relunctance to staff minority districts 

primarily with minority officers. This would confl ict with the goal of pro-
"11:. 

viding full occupational equality in a completely integrated department and 

it might contribute to racial barriers which are already dangerously high. 

'IS 'Important, it must be realWhi Ie the goal of full occupational equality 

ized that in most major cities assignment procedures which do not account 

for race would greatly restrict the dir~ct impact of minority officers on 

minority areas, 

Non-white officers themselves appear to have mixed feel ings about 

assignment practices. In several cities b}ack officers have protested about 

being assigned primarily to black af~as, while in New York City black and 

Puerto Rican officers have complained about frequent assignments outside 

their communities. There appears to be no very satisfactory resolution to 

the dilen~a between occupational equality and full efficiency in assign

ments. If minority officers are bel ieved to be of primarily symbol ic value 

then the problem disappears; ~owever, if they are seen as a means of coping 

with the problems of patrolling the inner-city, then administrators face a 

very delicate situation. One seemingly useful response to the problem has 

been the deployment of racially mixed two-officer units in high crime areas. 

Finally, substantial attention has been paid to the effects of 

increased numbers of minority officers on the social cl imate of patrol 

divisions. Some authors suggest that they might exert a positive influence 

on the racial attitudes of white officers, while others have emphasized the 
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the social tensions which can exist on a racially mixed force. One study 

found that the use of perjorative language in referring to minorities was 

negatively related to white officers' exposure to blacks on the force and 

that the strength of this inflv~nce depended on the degree to which blacks 
13 

were integrated into all facets of the department's operations. This 

effect has been confirmed by informal observations of departments across 
14 

the country. On the other side, tension between white and non-white 

officers makes excellent news copy and has accordingly received considerable 

publ ic exposure; however, very 1 ittle of substance is known about the prob-

lem. There have been reports of: black officers accusing whites of mis-
15 

conduct and brutal ity toward blacks, problems in the use of white and black 
16 

officers as patrol partners, and concern that the involvement of a large 

number of minorities in pol ice work might be viewed as a threat to the 
17 

status of the occupation. But, since none of these alleged problems has 

received careful attention and study, it is difficult to offer more than 

conjecture about them. Perhaps the,best that can be said is that they 

represent aspects of the on-going process of integration in American society 

and, as such, can be treated but not avoided by administrative and super-

visory practices. 

It is difficult to conclude, in a satisfactory way, a discussion 

of an issue on which so I ittle is known. On the basis of current evidence, 

the degree to which departments with large numbers of minority officers on 

patrol in minority areas have experienced less community tension than 

departments With fewer minority officers is unclear. Nor is it clear 

whether inc~eased deployment of minority officers has contributed to lower 

crime rates or to a decl ine in pol ice harrassment and abuse of minority 

citizens. This ldCk of evidence does not constitute an argument against 

(.,._-
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employing roore minority officers and placing them on patrol in minority 
18 

communities. Instead it appears to be a consequence of the fact that, 

at bottom, increased use of minority officers has been stressed less for 

reasons of their supposed effectiveness, than for reasons of equity and 

equal ity. While this sense of priorities cannot be argued with, it should 

not be allowed to impede examination of the effect of minority officers on 

patrol operations. The question is not whether minorities should be recruited 

and placed on patrol in greater numbers, but how can they best be utilized. 

B. Women on Patrol 

The use of women on patrol is onB of the most controversial issues 

in American pol icing. Although women have been active in pol ice work since 

before the turn of the century, until quite recently they were restricted to 

IIpo licewornen ' s positions" such as matron duty and juve~1ile work. 

Indianapol is, in late 1968, became the first American city to assign 

women to general patrol. Since then, under pressure from civil rights legis-

lation, feminist groups, and federal regulations, an increasing number of 

pol ice departments have followed suit. It has been estimated that in 1974 

there were approximately 1,000 female patrol officers distributed among some 
19 

40 to 50 departments. 

It is now legally incumbent on departments to hire and use women 

and men on an equal basis unless the existence of bona fide reasons for sex 

discrimination can be demonstrated. Yet, inspite of the legal requirements, 

the issue of women on patrol continues to be hotly debated" 

' • 
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The debate revolves around a host of highly emotional issues 

ranging from the abil ity of women to handle violent situations to fears of 

sexual encounters between male and female officers on duty together. From 

an operational point of view the most important concerns appear to be: 

1. The ability of women to perform adequately on patrol; 

2. The potential advantages and disadvantages of using 

women on patrol; and 

3. The possible effects of a large number of female officers 
20 

on the nature of pol ice operations. 

Evidence bearing on these issues has come from a wide variety of sources 

including: I. the few departments which have used women on patrol; 2. exper-

iences of foreign pol ice departments with women on patrol; 3. experiences of 

women in other potentially hazardous jobs (e.g. mental hospital attendants, 

housing project guards, et~.); 4. results of studies on the influence of sex 

on job performance; and 5. subjective opinions of various observers on the 

suitability of women for patrol. To date, program evaluations of women on 

patrol have been conducted in three departments: New York City, St. Louis 

County, Missouri, and Washington, D.C. The sample sizes in New York and St. 

Louis (14 and 16 respectively) are too small for their findings to be regarded 

as anything more than suggestive. However, the Washington, D.C. study, 

sponsored by the Police Foundation, represents an ambitious, elaborate, and 
21 

influential attempt to evaluate experimentally the use of women on patrol. 

This study addressed the three central questions mentioned above by 

means of a year-long experiment. ~ighty-six female patrol ~fficers were 

matched with an equal number of males and their performance was compared and 

evaluated in terms of a wide variety of criteria ranging from citizen reactions 
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to supervisory rati~gs. The study concluded that: 

J. It;s appropriate to assign women to patrol on the same basis 

as men. Both sexes vlere found to perform similar kinds of work 

i~ similar settings with roughly equal measures of success. 

There were no incidents which could cast doubt on the ability of 

women to patrol effectively. Citizens had similar and generally 

favor:able attitudes toward both male and female officers. In 

short, the study found that "sex is not a bona fide occupational 
22 

qual ification for doing pol ice vJork." 

2. Employing wome~ on patrol has numerous advantages. Women are 

less 1 ikely than men to exhibit conduct unbecoming to an officer, 

they may be more effective in defusing potentially violent situations, 

they can provide a patrQl forte with a more representative pr~

portion of its jurisdiccion's popUlation, and finally, their 

presence protects a department from discrimination lawsuits. On 

the other side, male officers tend to react negatively to women 

on patrol and this can have a serious, although possibly temporary 

effect on departmental morale. 

3. The use of a substantial number of women on patrol may reduce the 

likel ihood of violent encounters between the police and the ~ubl ic. 

and foster a less aggressive style of patrol. It may also stimulate 

a constructive review of patrol techniques and the measures used 

to evaluate patrol effectiveness. 

These, put all too briefly, are the major findings of the Washington 

study. This project represents one of the most widely publ icized experiments 

Il 
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ever conducted in the field of preventive patrol and its impact has been 

considerable. For example, a recent review of the I iterature on women in 

policing notes that, "While each city can be seen as a somewhat unique la\oJ 

enforcement situation, findings from the Washington, D.C. evaluation have been 
23 

generally accepted as applicable to programs in other urban areas." And, in 

a similar vein, a manual on vlOmen in policing observes that, "further progralrmatic 

evaluations of:women on patrol would be a case of experimental overkill. The 

program question has been answered definitively and affirmatively that women 
24 

are able to perform as well as men on general patrol"." 

Insr ite of the generally positive reaction to the Washington study, 

there are serious flaws in its design and execution which undermine the validity 

of its findings. This is not the place for a detailed critique of the study. 

However, it may be useful to consider briefly a few of its problems as examples 

of the extreme care which must be taken in evaluating and using the results of 

experimental research. 

I. Lack of integrity in the sample size - The study purports to 

present a comparative analysis of the performance of an equal number of male and 

police recruits newly assigned to patrol. However, the number of officers in 

the sample, especially female officers, decl ined strikingly during the course 

of the experiment. As a result, there are serious questions as to whether the 

sample size remained sufficiently large and comparable between the two sexes to 

permit any generalizations to be drawn from the study's findings. Furthermore, 

for unexplained reasons, the sample size varies continually in the presentation 

of data of different measures of performance. This makes interpretation of the 

data extremely problematical and often misleading. Finally. toward the end of 
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the cx~crlmcnt only 45% of the women, compared with 71% of the men, remained 

on porrol. In drawing its conclusions the study frequently combines data on 

female offlcers On patrol with data on those with inside assignments. This 

procedure raises serious doubts about the extent to which the analysis and 

conclusions presented in the study actually pertain to patrol. Certainly. it 

15 not accurnte to conclude that there were no significant differences between 

male and female patrol officers in the number of injuries sustained while on 

duty, In the number of driving accidents, and in supervisory performance ratings 

on a number of factors related to patrol when more than 50% of the women included 

In the analysis were not assigned to patrol for the duration of the experiment. 

2. Administrative interference with the experiment - The influence 

of then"'Chief Wilson's involvement in t~eexperiment is never adequately 

recognized Dnd explored. For instance, B months into the study the Chief 

rescinded his previous order that male and female officers be treated equally 

In every respect and he declared the experiment to be a success. This, in all 

likelihood, did tl·clllendous damage to the study's experimental integrity and, 

In effect, probably destroyed its status as an experiment. 

3. Citizen survey sample size - Citizen attitudes toward male and 

fcmolc officers Were examined by means of 129 telephone interviews of residents 

In the 4 pol Icc districts included in the experiment. On the basis of these 

Interviews the study concludes that, "Citizens of the District of C()lumbia 
25 

genet'ally L)pprovcd of having pol ice\vomen on patrol. 1I Exactly how a statement 

of such a general nature can be jus~ified on the basis of a sample composed of 

only 129 respondents drawn from areas of the city selected on a non-random basis 

Is never explained. 

The above observations are only intended to be indicative of the I. 
I 
~ 
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serious flaws contained ',n th',s study. Th h ere are many ot er problems which 

cannot be considered here. However, even the few difficulties we have noted 

in the design and implementation of the experiment are sufficiently severe to 

support our conclusion that its results cannot be considered val id. In SU~j the 

issue of women on patrol is yet to be closed, 
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PROFESSIONALISN 

Professionalism has been a mainstay in writing and research 

on patrol since the'pioneering work of Raymond Fosdick and August Vollmer 

1 in the early 1900's. They argued that because of its complexity, 

ambiguity, and vital importance, patrol could only be handled by a 

professionalized force. Decades later leading authorities in the 
2 

field are still making similar recommendations. Their comments 

indicate that discussion and debate of professionalism has travelled 

in rep~titious circles over the years rather than advancing toward 

any definite rosolution. 

A. Defining the Concept 

Much of the difficulty in discussing professionalism stems from 

the problem of definition. At times there appear to be almost as 

many definitions as there are definers. To some professionalism is 

synonwnous with advanced educl)tion for patrol officers, to others it 

;neans improvements in management, oxgnnization, and accountability, 

while a third group would label any apparent change in police operations 

as a step toward a more professional department. 

Typically, definitions are developed by comparing the 

characteristics of police work with those of the prototypical professions 

of law and medicine. And, as might be expected, a m~mber of similarities 

and differences emerge. For example, patrol is professional in that 

its practioners exercise considerable discretion in making vitally 

important decisions; while it is non-professional in that patrol 

officers work in hierarchial organizations with little lateral mobility, 

are not reqllired to undergo lengthy periods of education and train:{ng 
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in a apccialized body of theory and knowledge, and are not publically 

3 reconnizcd 00 professionals. This type of analysis by analogy then 

l<wd!J to the conclusion chat law enforcement agencies must change 

c.crtn:Ln prac.tiC!<'B, DllCh as recruitment, ;i.n order to achieve professional 

stotuS or, leBs often, that the inherent nature of their task renders 

4 
professionalism nn impossible goal. 

In tennA of its actual implementation, professionalism 

appnnrH to hove twO cJI,st:Jnct: opC'l:ational connotations. On one hand it 

io vi~wcd ou an attempt to rationalize police operations through the 

use of morc 0ffcctivc i~LcrnDl controls; sophisticated management, 

allocDtion, nncJ crIme onolysis techniques; and emphasis on efficient, 

ob.! (Ie L :tVl' low enforcement. On the other, it j,s seen as an effort 

Lo tJpr,l"nt10 Llw qllalHy of pC1~sor'lneJ. by stressing higher education as a 

prereqlliniLc for recruitment and promotion. These two orientations, 

whEt' not mutually exclusive, 'represent in practice two ve'r.y different 

'reBponm'B LO tl10 mnnngQd.nJ. problem of: office.}; di,scretion and low 

v:l.nibil:l.ty. TIlt' f:l;rst would llttempt to increase accountability through 

Lhe mH' of rwphisLicn ted methods of external control. \.,hile the second 

(\ll\plws:f,z('S inLl'l:Ita} stnndanls of behavior developed through education 

nntl tru:l.nlng oH the principal means of controlling discretion. 

IL is difficult to reconcile the first approach with the 

Ll'udit:l.onal d!.(~t;at(>s of professionalism. Professions, by deJinition, 

nU ow t ht'1t' l\\C'mb<'t's cons:i.d C'table leeway in making judgements and 

eXl'I~t':ts:tng d1.st'I~Qc:lon on the basis of individual competence and expertise. 

Kffor,ts to :trh~1.·('(IS(\ lIlunag(\dnl efficiency and standardization of officel:., 

h01\ov101' \1\'i,ght wL'll impeovp til(> qual:i.ty of: law enforcement, but they will 

not promote prof0ssionalism unless professionalism is equated with 

• 
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e a" on, tley would tend to bureaucratize improvement in general. In op t' ti 1 

rather than professionalize a department. 

B. Higher Education and the Patr?l Officer 

The second approach, that which stt"esses l1igl1et" _ education, 

corresponds more closely to the usual notion of professionalism. 

Higher educa tion has always beell one f h 1 f o t e (e ining characteristics 

of a profeSSion, and in recent year's tl 1 1 lere laB )een a growing interest 

in improving both the qualitv and status of 1 J aw enforcement through 

the educational process. R th . a" er l.mpressive claims have been made for the 

beneficial effects of increased education. The President's Commission 

on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Criminal Justice stated 

that, "The quality of police service will not significantly improve 

until higher educational requirements are bli 5 esta shed for its personnel," 

and warned that ~ll its recommendations were "predicated on the sharp 

6 
improvement in pers 1 " onne ... The Commission then went on to propose 

that ultimately all sworn law enforcement officers should have 

baccalaureate degrees and that, as an interim measure , degrees should be 

required for all officers in supervisory positions.
7 

The Commission's conclusions, coupled with the availability 

of federal funding, have stimula ted considerable interest and acU.vicy 

in the field 'of law enforcement education. There are currently over 

800 law enforcement programs in institutions of higher education 

throughout the country and the number continues to grow. S However, 

only a small percentage of currently active offj.cers have obtained the 

vaunted B.A. degree. 

While it is generally assumed that education will improve 

I' 
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the quality of patrol, there is rather little hard evidence bearing on 

the issue. It is probably true that higher education can benefit the 

patrol officer, but the nature of that benefit is unclear. We have 

found little detailed and expl~cit analysis of its anticipate~ impact 

upon the patrol officer. Despite fhe great emphasis placed on its 

importance, only a few studies have focused directly on the effect of 

education on patrol effectiveness. 

Smith and Ostrom, in one of the most careful and useful 

examinations of the subject, discovered only a very weak relationship 

between college education and the positive attitudes and behavior it 

is commonly expected to foster. They found that while college 

educated patrol officers did manifest slightly more humanitarian 

and pro civil liberties attitudes than their ~ess educated peers, 

they tended to feel less confident in their ability to handle police 

work and were not given higher ratings by the citizer.s they se1:·ve. 

In concluding, the authors observe that, "\Vhile considerably more 

analysis is obviously required, the results from our study thus far 

provide slight confirmation for hypotheses derived from police refo17m 

9 
literature calling for higher levels of training and education." 

Cohen and Cahiken, in a study of the background characteristics 

of officers in New York City, found that officers with at least one 

year of college were more likely to be promoted and less likely to 
10 

receive civilian complaints than those with lower levels of education. 

However, another author who studied and worked in the same department 

noted that differences in education can often lead to cleavages within 

a department between the annointed f:w and their colleagues with only 
.------.. --high school diplommas .. C?!_.e-qti'ivalency certificates. 11 It has also been 

.~---
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observed that education in police science frequently fails to lead 

to a career in law enforcement and that educated officers commonly 

leave the field in favor of other pursuits. 12 

In sum, the available evidence on the effocts f .... 0., education 

on police patrol performance is very incomplete. It is difficult 

to generalize about the influence of education b d ecause e ucated officers 

may differ from their peers in many other ways h w ich are potentially 

related to performance. At present we do not have sufficient knowledge 

to draw any firm conclusions on the subJ'ect. Scant evidence has been found 

in support of assumptions which related ' d l.mprove officf:)r and patrol 

effectiveness to higher educat~on among ... patrol officers. 

('. 
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ROUTINE PATROL IN THE COMMUNITY 

Pollee-community relations are of central importance to ?reventive 

potrol, since cltizcn satisfaction with pol ice services is a principal ob-

Jcctivu of pol icc p<:ltro\, Moreover, patrol units would find it very diffi-

cult to carry out their mandate without community support. Much of their 
1 

activIty In generated by public demands for service and their ability to 

Dpprrhend criminals and deter crime Is greatly dependent on publ ic coopera-

tlon. 

Most rcscurch on police-community relations has reported fairly 

high lcvcl& of pub! Ie satisfaction with and support for the pol ice. The 

VDSt majority of the publ!c has a favorable opinion of pol ice work. Recent 

£>Ul"VCYS hove gCflcl"Dll y indicDted tha t close to 70% of the citizens surveyed 

belIeve tho t the po) 1 ce nre doing a good or excellent job and that a simi lar 
2 

number hnvc n 9 reu t de~l1 of respect for the pol ice. Thus, nationv"ide, 

suppor't for Lhc pol ice and nppr-ov<ll of their performance appears to be high, 

nlthough this clotn does not indic<lte specifically what it is about patrol 

which 1(~nd5 to the level of satisfaction. 

UnfOnUlIi.'llcly, in inner-city minority neighborhoods where. crime 

Is mo!.>t hCJvlly concentl"<:ltcd unci I'"here effective patrol is most needed and 

most dIfficult to pCI'folom, the situation is quite different. Here there 

Is considl,~r<Jble distl'ust of and animosity to\-Jard patrol officers. It is 

condl tlons In these communities that are usually referred to in discussions 

of the pn)bl~m of police-community relations, and, in the \'JOrds of the 

pf'{~!.>ttit'ntI5 Commission on Lm-J Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, 
3 

"It il) os ~.Ief·lous as nny problem the police have todayY 

Pol tce patrol In minority areas has been criticized on many 

------------------------------------ -----
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grounds. The police have been accused of being an occupying force and a 
4 

symbol of the white establ ishment's oppression. 
S 

for both· over and under enforcement of the law. 

They have been criticized 

There have been allegations 
6 

of brutal ity, prejudice, and lack of communication with residents. 

And, they have even been identified by some as symbol ic assailants who con-
7 

tribute to rather than deter crime. In short, accounts of relations bet\-Jeen 

inner-city residents and pol ice are often couched in the language of war. 

The problem of pol ice-minority relations is two-fold, encompassing 

both the attitudes and behavior of minorities toward the police and of the 

pol ice toward the minority citizens they serve. Both sides of the issue are, 

of course, heavily interdependent. They have even been described as inter-

locking self-fulfi II ing prophecies in which the negative attitudes of each 

party toward the other lead to behavior which confirms and reinforces the 

initial attitude.-

Available data present a somewhat confUSing picture of the problem. 

While they clearly indicate that racial minorities are more critical of the 

whites, they also show that sl ightly over half the non-whites in the nation 
8 

bel ieve that the police are doing a good or excel lent job, and that many 

who are critical feel that the pol ice, rather than being a repressive force, 

are not active enough or present in lar~e enough numbers to do an adequate 
9 

job. These data led one observer to conclude that there is "little support 

for the view that the great majority of blacks are seething with resentment 
10 

against the police on grounds of injustice or abuse." 

However, while the data do not depict residents of non-white neigh

borhoods as being as hostile to the police as much of the rhetoric on the 

subject would have one bel jeve, patrol officers \-JOrking in these areas per
Il 

ceive a great deal of citizen distrust and hosti lity. This apparent 
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contradictIon between the opinions of citizens and the perceptions of the 

pol Icc ra~ult~ from the fact that patrol officers do not have much contact 

or dr'vott much (;f their attention to llaverage citizens. '1 They are primarily 

!flvolv(,~d with tl rcliltivcJy sfO(Jl1 number of "cl ients t' (\Oli II lng or unwi II ing) 

\ot!J() lriiJku hcwvy dcrtlwnds on their services. These "clients" are dispropor-

tlonDl~ly young, ~Iack, and male, and they comprise that segment of the 

popuJiJtlon \'Itdch expresses the greatest animosity and hatred toward the 

polIce Dnd from ~~lch the police derive their image of minority areas as 
12 

bein~J unFriendly Dnd even dangerous. Thus, although the problem of pol ice-

minorIty relutlons is not qUite as straightforward and uncompl icated as it 

!~J often dr.r>ictcd in the I iter-ature, It is an important problem nonetheless 

v/hlcll hll~ H 5LJuSlDntlal impuct on the abi I i ty of patrol officers to provide 

protrctlon Jnd services to minority areas. 

CFrort& to 1mprove pol ice-community relations have typically led 

to lilt' ()~)Lublishfll(,!nt of community relutions programs ~vithin departments. 

Tlw,'(' i5 conr,;ch!rtlblc controversy over the techniques employed by these 
13 

ul1il~, und lilt' rrricncy of the muny different programs that have been tried; 

hov/C'vo,', lht~y fJl1 outsIde th~ purview of a discussion of preventive patrol. 

Suffice It to notr lhnt it hos been frequently observed that special 

c:ulmllunity r'('l~lli()n!' nro9rnms \<Iil1 not bring much benefit unless great 
14 

Jtlt'rllion i" p.:1id to the community impact of day-to-day patrol operations. 

A rc'ct'nt !"('ViC'lv of community relations noted: 'IPolice community relation-
15 

!,hll' I!. Ill,Hlt' Oil the' streets -- it is made by the officer on the beat.II 

Hecounition of the imponance of patrol to community relations 

/l,P. promptt'u ,) Vtlrf.l'ty of responses: Departments have undertaken to change 

0(flc~r 0tlituJrh toward pntrol work In minority areas, to alter the 

rl1ethnd', i.HHl t('chniqucs of pouol in order to increase citizen satisfaction, 

• 
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and to match officer characteristics with the social and cultural character-

lstics of the beats they patrol. 

Probably the most common approach to this problem has been the 

implementation of programs designed to sensitize officers to the pecul iar 

needs and culture of minority areas and to change their attitudes and behav

ior toward the residents of these areas. Essentially, these programs have 

sought to increase communication through neighborhood advisory counci Is, 

t-groups composed of officers and community members, ride-a-Iong programs, 

and open community meetings, There has also been widespread use of lectures 

and seminars on race relations, urban sociology and related subjects, and 

officer involvement in sensitivity training and role-playing exercises. 

Since few of these programs have been carefully evaluated, it is 

difficult to guage their Influence. However, considerable doubt exists con-

ff ' A substar't',al body of theory and research in cerning their e ectlveness. ' 

the field of social psychology suggests that attitudes, especially attitudes 

of adults, are quite resistant to change. Only through rather extensive 

and long-term reinforcement can desired opinions and bel ieFs be firmly 

internal ized. Occasional seminars, t-groups, and community meetings are 

Ii kel y to have only marginal effec ts . Fu r thermo I-e, the relationship between 

attitudes and behavior is far from clear-cut. A patrol off i cer who is 

taught to use po lite language in referring to minority citizens may s till 

be insensitive in the exercise of his duties. 

An after-the-fact evaluation of the Washington, D.C. Pilot Pol ice 

Project provides some evidence of these difficulties. The project was a 

fairly extensive and long-term (18 months) effort to change the attitudes 

and behavior of both the pol ice and citizens by means of in-service pol ice 

training, community advisory board, and general involvement of community 
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n~mbrr~ In po) icc activities. After 18 months the independent evaluators 

wcra forced to conclude that III lttle was accomplished to improve pol ice-
16 

810c,1<. c.ommur1ity relations./J Experience from this and other projects 

lndlcDtPs that attItude change on the part of both the pol ice and the 

pub! Ie n~eds to be viewed as a long-term, on-going effort. Little of 

vDluc ~an be Dcccmpl lshcd through short-term or Intermittent activities. 

In !iIlOI't, a 1 though there is very lit tIe ha rd ev I dence on the 

effects of efforts to change attitudes and increase sensitivity, there does 

appCDf to be a Dcnnral dissatisfaction with the experiences in using them 

Lo dale. Often) they appeared to have been undertaken because they are 

rclnllvrly quick and easy to conduct and may have some publ ic reld(ions 

vulue!. Much mot'c [lltcntion mLlst be devoted to their design and evaluation 

If rUlur~ projects In this realm are to yield useful results. 

The. ~('c6nd opprollch to improving patrol-community relations 

foell',(". on chnng"s In the methods and tactics of patrol. Examples of 

pl'ojec,t·, in tlli!> MUD lncllldc (01" at'e typical of projects in this area): 

I. The usc of measures of patrol effectiveness which 

focus on citizen satisfaction. This is normally accomp-

lishad thl'O~19h intervic't/s 'tIlth citizens \"4ho have recently 
17 

had conLact wltl) patrol officers. The assumption is 

that by emphasizing citizen satisfaction as a measure, 

th~ orficer ",.111 become mOI"C conscious of citizen needs. 

2. The design of patrol Sc:ctOI" boundar-ies to match, 

as closely as possible, identifiable neighborhood bound-

aries. The procedurc is intended to facilitate officer 

fnl1111lut'ity with his beat and to allow the officer to 

respond to the needs of a neighborhood as a whole. 

}1 
i 

• 

• 

• 

3. Specification of community-orineted tasks to be per

formed by officers while on preventive patrol. Examples 

include establ ishing rapport with juveniles and coun-

ci II ing residents and merchants on crime prevention 

techniques. 

4. Projects requiring patrol officers to systematically 

study and analyze their beats and on this basis to dev-

elop specific patrol strategies to address the problems 

which have been identified and which can be handled at 
18 

that level of authority. 

5. Reconsideration and possible de-emphasis of field 

interrogation pol icies involved in aggressive styles of 

patrol in light of the hostil ity they breed in the neigh-

borhood . 

Although also suffering from inadequate evaluation, projects rep-

resented in this approach appear, in some 'tJays, to be more promising than 

those subsumed under the first category. First, since they involve almost 

imnediate changes in patrol activities, they might also have a much more 

immediate impact on'community relations than would attempts to change 

attitudes. Secondly, there is considerable psychological evidence suggest-

ing that attitudes can more easily and permanently be changed through the 

apparently indirect technique of forcing changes In behavior rather than 
19 

indirectly through seminars, t-groups, and the I ike. While attitude 

change is not necessarily the primary goal of these projects, they ~Il 

involve a substantial amount of behavioral change and improved attitudes 

could be an important by-product. It certainly seems possible that use of 

citizen satisfaction as one measure of patrol effectiveness would cause 



• 
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offlccr& to think twice before engaging in any possibly objectionable behavior 

and that ra~ulrfn9 officers to analyze their beats carefully and in writing 

mlallt CDU~C them to rccon~idcr some of the sterotypes that might have previ-

Qu~ly guided their activity. 

In tlHl I)CO r fu tu ra VIC shou I d have some more def i n i te -answers con-

,cndno tJlI~ efflcDcy of ilC ICDst several programs in this area. The San Diego 

PoJ icc Department hn~ carried out an experiment, sponsored by the Pol ice 

FoundDLlon l In community analysis by patrol officers and an evaluation is 

(\XrH!ctf'tJ !lllortly. The same depnrtment is also conducting an experiment on 

the utilIty of nfJgl"(!ssivc pntro! tactics. Such tactics typically include an 

('mph'l!.l!. on !"lOp ()nd fl"lsk, and vehicle checks. Their use is e.xtremely con-

u()vC'n1iuJ. Avnllublc cvidcncG concerning their effectiveness, though 

I tmlted In ~~opcJ suggests that they inflame pol ice-community relations, 

while contr'lbuLlng I"uther little to the objectives of detel-rence and appre-
20 

IWn'1 1 on. Hopefully, the SDn Diego experiment wil I provide some new and 

firllll'r ilPdghU, inlo the cfficncy of oggressive patrol. 

In sum, \'.fhilc thel'C ,;It"e mony approaches to improving the state 

of polic('-con~ilLJnity ("('Inlions, little is known about their relative merits. 

In tilt' ab~;('nce of rool'c' 5ystcmntic Dnd detal led research, departments \'Ii II 

hJv(' no b~l~h fOI' formulating effective programs. 

• 
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